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The Murray Ledger &
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President
Ford today proposed increased defense
spending, higher Social Security taxes
and cutbacks in some welfare
programs in a fiscal 1977 budget that he
said makes hard choices between what
the nation wants to do and what it can
afford to do.
He also asked Congress to approve an
additional $10-billion decrease in in-
come taxes this year and a $28-billion
cut next year, indicating he might
approve them even if Congress fails to
enact the rigid spending ceiling he has
demanded previously.
The Ford budget, for the fiscal year
begining Oct. 1, 1976, calls for total
expenditures of $394.2 billion and
revenues of $351.3 billion, leaving a
deficit of $43 billion, the second highest
since World War II. But Ford said a
balanced budget should be possible by
1979.
In Our 97th Year
He proposed to reverse the trend
toward big government by giving the
states new authority over 59 individual
federal programs, including Medicaid
and 15 other health programs. The
states would receive money for the
programs almost without strings.
Ford said federal spending on the
health programs would total $10 billion
in 1977, up about $800 million over 1976.
Ford hinted for the first time he no
longer would insist on the $395-billion
1977 spending ceiling he demanded
previously as a trade-off for permanent
reductions in income taxes, although he
made clear he prefers that ceiling.
But he said his budget should put the
economy on a growth path that can be
sustained, even though unemployment
will remain high for the next several
years.
While Ford said his tax reduction
proposals would cut income taxes in
State Unemployment For
1975 Reported As 7.7%
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)— Ken-
tucky's unemployment rate soared to
7.7 per cent last year, the highest
jobless level in more than a decade,
according to a state labor official.
Robert MacDonald, statistical
analyst with the Bureau for Manpower
Services, said Tuesday that unem-
ployment "fluctuated generally up-
ward" during 1975,
"It peaked at Caper cent in June and
dropped in September, October and
November," he said. "But then in
October it went back up almost to the
August level."
In December, the unemployment rate
in the state climbed to the yearly
average of 7.7 per cent — up from 7.1
per cent in November.
"This was at least partly due to
seasonal jobs," MacDonald said.
"Unemployment generally goes up in
December. It also was partly due to
layoffs in the state."
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and cold today, high in
the mid 30s. Increasing cloudiness and
cold tonight with slight chance of a
snow shower, low in the low to mid 20s.
Cloudy and cold Thursday, high in the
mid to upper 30s. Friday partly cloudy
and colt
Like lasfiear, 1'976 also is expected to
be characterized by high unem-
ployment, at least for the first three
months, MacDonald said.
"Most forecasts say unemployment
is going to remain fairly high for 1976,
and I think it's going to do that in
Kentucky," he said. "We have an in-
creased population in Kentucky and in
order to keep up with the increased
population we need to have new jobs in
the state."
The population increased last year
but so did tht. unemployment rate
because "there weren't enough new job
opportunities during the year to take
care of the increased population.
"So people entering the labor force
last year had an extremely hard time
finding work," MacDonald said.
In 1961, the unemployment rate in the
state was 11.6 per cent, with an average
of 121,600 Kentuckians out of work each
month. Last year the average was
113,400.
"As far as unemployment is con-
cerned, I believe it's going to decrease
slowly," MacDonald said. "I think
unemployment will remain high in 1976
but I think the trend will be down-
ward."
What the 7.7 per cent figure means,
MacDonald said, is that "during 1975
we were in a complete recessionary
period."
BICENTENNIAL PROJECT—The fifth grade students of Mrs. Hodges at the
Asastin School prepared a bicentennial wall hanging for the hall of the
school. Each student made a square of the bicentennial to make up the
Proiect.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 21, 1976
1977 by $227 for a family of four making
$15,000 a year — compared with 1974
tax rates — the increase in Social
Security taxes would take back $45 of
that. The Social Security increase
would amount to $119 for families with
incomes over $16,500.
The increase, amounting to an ad-
ditional three-tenths of one per cent of a
worker's gross income, would take
effect on Jan. 1, 1977, Some increase
would occur anyway in 1977, but Ford
said the additional hike is needed to




Dr. James B. Graham, newly-elected
state superintendent of public in-
struction in Kentucky, will be the guest
speaker at a dinner meeting of the Phi
Delta Kappa Chapter at Murray State
University Tuesday evening, Feb. 3.
He will address the membership,
which includes representation from
West Kentucky and portions of four
other states, following the dinner at
6:30 p.m. in Winslow Cafeteria.
Graham, formerly superintendent of
schools in Bowling Green, was elected
to the post as head of the Kentucky
Department of Education in 1975 and
installed earlier this month. He has also
served as superintendent of schools in
Ashland and in his native Nelson
County.
Chartered in 1969, the chapter of Phi'
Delta Kappa at Murray State has about
175 active members. Besides Kentucky,
there are members from Illinois,
Missouri, Tennessee, and Arkansas.
Phi Delta Kappa, an international
professional fraternity for men in
education, was organized to promote
the ideals of research, service, and
leadership. It is the largest professional
organization of its kind in the world.
City School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Murray City School Board will
meet in regular session Thursday night,
according to Supt Fred Schultz.
Included on the agenda will be con-
sideration of carpet bids for Murray
High gym, options of boiler insurance
and policy revision on admission of
pupils; and the superintendent's report,
which includes consideration of county
employes retirement system, and the
Gallup poll of public attitudes toward
education.
The meeting will begin at seven p m
at the board office.
Action on an ordinance raising the
rates charged by the Murray Natural
Gas System is scheduled on the agenda
of the regular meeting of the Murray
Common Council at 7 p.m. Thursday at
City Hall.
Other items on the agenda include
—the first reading of an amendment
to the city's zoning ordinance;
—consideration of the resignation of
Gary Nance from the Murray Fire
Department;
—a request for permission to ad-
vertise for bids on a new warehouse for
the gas system;
—discussion of the lease agreement
on the Douglass Center;
—consideration of an appointment to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board;
—a request for permission to ad-
vertise the delinquent tax list, and:








SPorta- 6 8  P
Comics, Crassword 10
Classifieds  10,11
Deaths & Funerals 12
OUTSTANDING YOUNG MAN — Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher (right) w
as honored by the Murray
Calloway County Jaycees last night as Calloway County's Outstanding Young
 Man of the Year. Presenting the
award is Ed Jones, chairman of the club's OYM 
committee. Kentucky Comrnissioner of Public information, Jim
Vernon, a former state Jaycee president, was the keynote speaker at the local 
organization's annual M-night
banquet held here last night. 
Staff Photo by J. D. Lancaster
Best Record In Three Years
December Price Rise Pushes
Inflation Rate To 7 Per Cent
WASHINGTON (AP' - Consumer
price, rose another five-tenths of a per
cent In December, givbe nation an
annual inflation rate of 7 per cent in
1975, the government said today. While
high by historical standards, that was
the best record in three years.
In 1974, consumer prices soared to a
28-year high of 12.2 per cent. They rose
8.8 per cent in 1973.
Ford administration officials are
encouraged by the moderation of in-
flation last year and predict further
improvement in 1976.
Although the rate of inflation slowed
in 1975, it was still more than twice
what Americans had been accustomed
to during most of the post-World War II
period when prices increased an
average of 2 to 3 per cent a year.
In announcing the year-end price
figures, the Labor Department also
reported that the purchasing power of
the average workers' paycheck was
unchanged last month, but over the
year rose 3.8 per cent. However, the
government attributed almost all of the
increase to the reduction in federal
income taxes that went into effect last
May.
Over the year, retail prices for food,
nonfood commodities and services rose
less than in 1974.
Food prices were up 6.5 per cent in
1975, compared with 12.2 per cent in
1974. Nonfood commodities increased
6.2 per cent following a rise of 13.2 per
cent in 1974, while the cost of services
rose 8.1 per cent last year following an
11.3 per cent increase the previous
year.
In December, the consumer price
index stood at 166.3, meaning that it
cost $16.63 to buy the same variety of
goods and services that cost $10 in the
317 base period.
The five-tenths of a per cent increase
in retail prices last month followed
Jumps of savententho of a per cent in
both October and November. Higher
prices for some foods and a wide
variety of consumer services accounted
for most of the increase, the govern-
ment said.
alone rose five-tenths, matching the
November increase.
The slowdown in the food index
- .asElecterla anaspAticliao in pork prices.,
and declines for sugar and poultry.
Nonfood commodities rose three-
tenths of a per cent for a fourth straight
month, while the cost of services in-
creased six-tenths, compared to a rise
of 1.1 per cent in November.
ONE INJURED — The driver of this car, Thomas W. Vance, of West
Paducah, was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being injured in a two-car accident north of Murray on High-
way 121 this morning, according to state police. Investigators said the Van-
ce car collided with a Mac tool truck, but the driver of the other vehicle
was not listed this morning, as the accident report was not complete.
Staff Photo by David '
Senate Democrats Show Solidarity
In Defeating Proposed Amendments
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — For the
first time during the 1976 legislative
session, the majority party in the
Kentucky Senate has had a chance to
demonstrate its strength and solidarity.
In adopting permanent rules for the
session Tuesday, the Senate over-
whelmingly voted down five proposed
amendments, all sponsored by
Republicans.
The House adopted it.s permanent
rules last week, opening Rules Com-
mittee meetings and requiring fiscal
impact statements to be submitted with
bills.
The Senate took similar action, but
disagreement over several new rules
sparked the first extended debate of the
session.
Under the new rules, the Senate's
Rules Committee may keep a bill for up
to 10 days before sending it to the floor
for a vote or referring it back to a
committee.
Sen. Gene Huff, R-London, argued
that 10 days is too long, that the com-
mittee merely will use the time to kill
some legislation.
He said if a bill is involved in public
hearings and then goes to the Rules
Committee, by the time it gets out of
that panel the 60 day legislative session
will be nearing an end
"It will be a step backwards," he
said. "It is a delaying action."
But in voting along party lines, the
proposed amendment was defeated 21-
7 .
In the 1974 session, the Senate Rules
Committee had five days to ad an a
bill.
Another amendment that was
defeated called for adding the minority
whip to the Senate's Committee on
Committees. Majority Leader Tom
Garrett, D-Paducah, said that step
wasn't needed.
He noted that 211 per rent of the
Senate's members are Republicans and
that Republicans currently make up 20
per cent of the 10-member Committee
on Committees.
Another proposed amendment to the
rules would have required a Senate-
approved bill that has been acted on or
amended by the House to be returned to
the Senate floor for an immediate vote
rather than back to the Rules Com-
mittee.
It, like the other proposals. failed.
After the amendments had been
defeated, Sen. Deug Mosely, R-
Columbia, spoke. "Thus those who are
free have become shackled by those
who are in power," he said.
Two Democrats—Sen. Jqin Berry,
Jr., 1)-New Castle, and Torff Easterly,
I)-Frankfort- said they had reser-
vations about giving the rulejs
committee 10 days to act on bills, but
both voted for them, and the new rules
were adopted 37-1





Mrs. Howard Titsworth and
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
presented the program for
Chapter M of P.E.O. Saturday
afternoon, January 17, at the
*aterfield Student Union.
Pourteen members had lunch
in the Thorobred Room where
tbe meeting was held.
: In observing Founders Day,
Mrs. Titsworth paid tribute to
the seven young ladies who
founded P.E.O., a philan-
thropic and educational
organization interested in
bringing to women increased
opportunities for higher
education. The year was 1869
shortly after the ending of the
Civil War. The place was Iowa
Wesleyan College, Mount
Pleasant, Iowa. Using her
subject, "Our Emblem—the
Star," Mrs. Titsworth related
the special qualities of each
founder whose influence has
projected into a second cen-
tury. "That influence has
Peached 187,000 who wear the
star in 1976," stated Mrs.
Titsworth.
Mrs. Lindsey diseussed the
history colonial handwork
such as patchwork quilts,
samplers and their
significance, hooked rugs and
rag rugs. She then showed
several exquisite pieces of
handwork which were done by
her husband's grandmother
and great grandmother. These
included an unusual hooked
rug, hooked pictures, tatting
embrodiery and needlepoint.
Other heirloom stitchings
were shown by several
members. Some items were
very old, beautiful and
historic. Others were made by
members in recent years.
Mrs. Lindsey concluded her
part of the program by ad-
monishing members to date
their handwork. "Needlework
and handwork usually outlast
us," she said. This was
another of a series of planned
programs to recognize hob-
bies and talents of Chapter M
members.
A short business meeting
was held with Mrs. Maurice
Christopher as president. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Paul Sturm, chaplain.
Members will entertain
Kentucky State officers of
P.E.O. Friday evening,
January 30, with a salad
supper at the home of Mrs. W.
J. Pitman. The next regular
meeting win be with Mrs.
Edith Heise, February 2, at




Edith Heise, Olga Freeman,
Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Maurice
Christopher, A. C. LaFollette,
Howard Titsworth, Harry
Sparks, John Quertermous, L
J. Hortin, Paul Sturm, Larrie














She's the call girl Het the coo.
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THE TRUTH AT LAST? WHATIONILLY I4APPMED
THE HINDENBURG?
Of 97 aboard. eight had a
motive for sabotage.
One had a pkot. „iow
AvA *Ow ' liik Ulatifitt.••
George C. Scott
"The illiTclenburg"
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Of Danny Ray Dixon
In an early winter wedding,
in the sanctuary of Memorial
Baptist Church in Murray,
Miss Dianne Faye Wilkins
became the bride of Danny
Ray Dixon.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilkins,
of Folsorndale, and Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Dixon of Piggott,
Arkansas.
The ceremony was
solemnized by Bro. Jerrell G.
White, pastor of the church, in
the presence of the immediate
families and friends of the
couple. The wedding party
assembled at the altar before
a large arrangement of red
roses and white carnations, a
gift from the bride's parents.
Mrs. Thyra Crawford, of
Murray, was pianist for the
wedding, playing the
traditional marches for the
processional and recessional.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a formal
gown of bridal white
sheerganza and Chantilly-type
lace. The bodice was softly
gathered to a fitted curium-
berbund, and featured a yoke
outlined in lace ruffling, with
bands of Venise lace in a
sunburst effect adorning the
yoke. Full, bishop sleeves
were cuffed and banded with
Venise lace.
The softly-gathered skirt
extended into a circle of
matching Chantilly ruffles at
the hemline. Her mantilla of
illusion was attached to a
Juliet tiara of matching lace.
The bride carried a nosegay
of red roses and baby's
breath, with red satin
streamers tied in lover's
knots.
Mrs. Tommy Wilkins, of
Murray, sister-in-law of the
bride, was matron of honor.
She was attired in a formal-
length gown of, Una and silver
jersey featuring a scoop
neckline and shirred bodice.
She carried three long-
stemmed red roses tied with
blue and silver satin ribbons.
Attending the groom as best
man was Tom Villflor, also of
Murray.
After the exchange of
wedding vows, Bro. White
quoted Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's sonnet, "How Do I
Love Thee."
The mother of the bride,
Mrs. Wilkins, wore a floor-
length dress, of two-piece
style, of multi-colored jersey.
She was presented a corsage
of red roses. Mrs. Frances
Huie, maternal grandmother
of the bride, was attired in a
pastel blue floor-length gown,
and also wore a corsage of red
nsses.
Reception
A reception and dinner were
held at the Holiday Inn of
Murray immediately
following the ceremony.
The couple left for a short
wedding trip, and is now at
home in Murray.
Mrs. Dixon, a 1970 graduate
of Mayfield High School,
graduated from Murray State
University in 1974, with
majors in music education
and English. She is employed
by the Calloway County Board
of Education as an elementary
:school music teacher.
Mr. Dixon, a 1969 graduate
of Piggott High School, at-
tended the University of
Arkansas at Fayetteville, and
St. Francis School of
Radiology in Cape Girardeau,
Missouri. He is an x-ray
technologist with the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Parties Honor Couple
Parties honoring the couple
included a surprise party by
the Lakerettes, a drill corps of
which Mrs. Dixon is sponsor,
at the East Calloway
Elementary School; a sur-
prise party given by the girls'
chorus at East Calloway
Elementary School; a bridal
tea at the Liberty Baptist
Church in Folsomdale, and a
shower at the Memorial





of First Christian Church will
meet at six p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Mission groups of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p.m. at the church
following the fellowship
supper at six p.m.
Thursday, January 22
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. with Dr. Bailey
Binford as speaker.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for senior citizens with
arts and crafts lessons at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
table games at one p.m.
Gladys McElrath Mission
Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at seven
p.m.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Sheppard of Wilmore will
present a program of sacred
music at the Good Shepherd




will meet at South Pleasant
Grove Church at seven p.m.
Max Miller, Veterans
Counselor, will be at
American Legion Hall from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30p.m.
The Magazine Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Fred
Gingles at two p.m.
Thursday, January 22
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Courthouse at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, January 23
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the WOW
Executive Room at 9:30 a.m.
with Lester Nanny as guest
speaker.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses shopping
center and downtown in-
cluding Parker's Grocery will
start at twelve noon. Note
change of time. Call 753-0929
for transportation.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Senior art exhibits of Dennis
Weeks, photography, Jennifer
Pfeifer, drawing, and Julie
Forrest Kearns, drawing, will
be on display in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery of the Fine Arts




Woman's Club, will have its
montnly luncheon at the club
house at twelve noon.
Murray Art Guild will be
open fron1 twelve noon to four
p.m.
Golden Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones of Kiricsey will be honored on their
fiftieth wedding anniversary with a reception in their home on
Sunday, January 25, with their neices and nephews as
hostesses and hosts.
All friends and relatives are invited to call at the Jones'
home from two to three p.m. on Sunday.
The couple was married January 24, 1926, by Rev. Monroe
Edwards at his home in Kirksey. Their attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. Princess Fulton of Warren, Mich.
Mrs. Jones, the former Bess Fulton, is the daughter of A. B.
and Onie Fulton. She is retired from the Merit Clothing Com-




At Church is Held
By Mrs. R. D. Key
January 6, 1976
Members of the North Fork
Baptist Church held a
fellowship supper on
December 20 at the church.
This was also a pounding
welcoming the new pastor,
Bro. Phelps and family. They
received a bountiful lot of
food. A good crowd enjoyed
the fellowship and specials in
song. Then on December 23
Bro. and Mrs. Phelps and
several members went
caroling to several homes.
Bardon Nance returned
home Saturday from the
Henry County Hospital, Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs".
Jimmie Stewart, and Mr. and
y Mrs. Dwight Alexander were
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes New Years Eve.
Mrs. Sancie Tyler was In the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sykes Monday night for
supper.
Bro. and Mrs. Phelps, Steve
and Cindy Phelps, were
supper guests Saturday night
of Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, Mr. and Mrs.
Rickie Shankle, and Mr. and
Mrs. Wilburn Martin were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lilburn Martin on New Years.
Years.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley, Mark and Beth
Farley, and Buddy Hull
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
George Whitford in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Blakely, and
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, visited Bro.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Wiggins of Cuba on Thursday
afternoon.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
Thursday and Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones




to start to church this year.
Gotta get over the holidays.
They take slot out of a fellow.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren T.
Sykes of Puryear, Tenn., will
be honored on their 25th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Farm Bureau
Building, Paris, Tenn., from
two to five p.m.
Chili supper and Country
Music Show will be at East
Calloway Elementary School,
sponsored by PTC. Supper will
be served at six p.m. and show
will start at seven p.m.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
will have a dance in the lobby
of the Murray University
School froth eight to eleven
p m with Bill Volner as caller.
February—Weather is
terrible. I'll start when it gets
a bit warmer. My blood is too
thin this tune of a year.
March—Lots of sickness
just now. Got to keep away
from those bugs.
April—Easter—big crowds,
they won't miss me.
May—I've been holed up all
winter and now that the
weather is getting pretty it is
time to hold reunions.
June—I'll wait until the
baby is older. How on earth do
some folks take their babies
when they are just a few
weeks old and then never miss
Sunday worship.
July-TBoy!, the heat is
'terrific! That air conditioning
in the church might give me
chills, and anyway we've got
that cabin and boat for Sun-
days.
August—Preacher is on
vacation. He'll never know I
miss. Never liked those guest
preachers anyhow, but when
the preacher gets back...
September—School has
started. Vacation threw me
behind in my work. Got to
make one last visit to my
relatives before the snow flies.
October—Leaves are
beautiful this time of year. I
can worship God outdoors
anyhow.. kids will be cooped
up all winter., so-on.
November — Getting
colder—can't stand warm
church buildings with a lot of
people in them. I'll start back
to church when it gets war-
mer.
December—Christmas! It
belongs to kids. I don't have
time now for the church, roads
are dangerous too. Anyway,
next month is January. I'll




Mrs. M. 0. (Myrtle) Jordan
of Murray Route One has been
dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, where she
underwent special tests.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Jody Tabers of Murray
Route Two has been dismissed
from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Scouting Pivgrom Onjonize4 North









Interested parents and boys,
age 8, 9, 10, and 11, met
recently in the lunch room of
North Elementary School to
organize Cub Scouting for the
students in the area.
Officials meeting with the
group included G. W. Hayden,
District Executive from
Benton, and Bob Hopkins,
District Commissioner. They
explained the Scouting
program and the group was
invited to a leadership
training seminar the following
week.
Approximately forty boys
were assigned Dens. Thirteen
boys were assigned to Webelos
Dens.
Adult leaders for Pack 76
are Dan Harrison, Cub






Den mothers are Kay Nanny
and Loretta Barrow, Sharon
Rodgers and Barbara Wells,
Margaret Kirkland and Faye
Boggess. Webelos den leaders









/tote Tom MASTER CHARGE CAM
10-7 bion.-Tburs. Bel-Air Shopping Center 10-8 
Friday
114 Sat. Murray 14 Sun.
— -- Get to know us. you'll like us. 
A new women's fellowship
called Aglow Fellowship will
meet for the first time in
Marshall county at the
Holiday Inn in Gilbertsville on
Tuesday, January 27, at 10:30
a. m.
This is an international
organization which was for-
med several years ago in the
state of Washington to help
bring about new unity between
women of all denominations,
and to help women to share
their faith in Jesus Christ with
one another.
This first meeting is open to
any woman who is interested,
and it is hoped that many from
all over this part of Kentucky
will attend. Luncheon will be
served at about 11:00 a. m.,
after which time there will
follow a time of singing and
sharing, and a testimony by a
woman whose life has been
changed by her faith in the
Lord.
The first speaker will be
Mrs. J. T. Johnson, from
Paducah. She is an active
member of the Catholic
church. In following months,
there will be testimonies given
by women from many dif-
ferent churches.
All who are interested in
supporting this work injuture
months will be given an op-
portunity to join, but mem-
bership is not required in
order to attend the meetings.
The cost of the luncheon will
be about two dollars, and
children are invited to attend
with their mothers, for about
half the price. In future
meetings a baby-sitter may be
hired, if there seems to be a
need for one.
The Holiday Inn in
Gilbertsville is located on
Highway 62, the Access Road
from Paducah to Kentucky
Dam. Reservations are not
required for this meeting. •
For further information,




Hours 9:30 to 5:00
Mon.-Sat.











skin in 21 days





There is more to professional beauty salons than
just beautiful hair. As professional cosmetolo-
gists, we know that beautiful, fresh, natural skin
is an essential part of the well-groomed woman.
We feature exclusively professional Natural
Woman Bio-Esthegenic Acid Balanced skin prod-
ucts formulated specifically for your skin's exact
needs. Whether you have normal skin, oily skin,
dry skin, aging skin, or an acne-blemish problem,
we will be happy to GIVE YOU A FREE SKIN
ANALYSIS and recommend the Natural Woman
skin care service and products you need to achieve
the natural glow of healthy-looking, youthful skin.
We guarantee results or your money back. Come
in and see us soon.
Free Skin Analysis
Thursday & Friday
















































































G. Dunn at 753-
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Among those attending the potluck luncheon by the Murray-Calloway County
Senior citizens were, left to right, front row, Gussie Adams, treasurer of Ellis Center
group, Ardee Riley, board member, Tommy C.avitt, second vice-president of Ellis Cen-
ter group, Loyola Wyatt, president of Ellis Center group, Alma Cooper, board member,
Madie Vaughn, secretary of Ellis Center group, back row, Ralph Bogard, Lochie Hart,





A special meeting of the
executive members of the
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
was held Friday, January 16,
at 9:30 a.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Plans were discussed for the
regular meeting to be held
Friday, January 23, at 9:30
a.m. in the WOW Executive
Room. Lester Nanny, Murray
Postmaster, will be the guest
speaker. All members are
urged to attend.
Attending the Friday
meeting were C. 0. Bon-
durant, Richard Cullom, 0. C.
McLemore, Robert Douglas,
Max Hurt, E. B. Allbritten,
Norman Klapp, Van D.
Valentine, Mrs. Gussie
Adams, and Mrs. Lucille
Floyd of Dayton, Ohio, the
latter a visitor.
The two natural cycles on
which time measurements are
based are the year and the day.
Five members of the Senior Citizens "Swing and Sway
Band" who performed at the recent luncheon were, left
to right, Lillie Farris, band director, Opal Emerine, rhythm




Fellowship will meet Thur-
sday, Janaury 22, at seven p.
m. at the South Pleasant
Grove Church.
All members and interested




Opal A. Edwards of Murray
Route Five was discharged
January 9 from the Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Joanna Gibbs of Murray
Route Two was dismissed
















Seventy-seven Persons Attend Luncheon By The Senior
The Calloway County Senior
Citizens held a potluck lun-




Decorations in the holiday
theme were used at the center.
Serving on the decoration
committee were Thrya
Crawford, Lillie Farris, and
Amy Wilson.
Tom Rushing, a member of
the Senior Citizens Advisory
Board, gave thanks preceding
the dinner. He was introduced
by Loyola Wyatt, president of
the Ellis Center group.
Members of the Senior
Citizens Advisroy Board were
special guests for the lun-
cheon. Those attending were
Mr. Rushing, City Council
representative, Ralph
Bogard, Fiscal Court, Lochie
Hart, Murray Woman's Club,
Alma Cooper, Lynn Grove,
and- Ardee Riley, member at
large.
Other guests were Hattie
Lee Hargrove, Rev. C. E.
Timberlake, Naretha Tim-




A program of holiday music
was presented by the Senior
Citizens "Swing and Sway"
rhythm band. A sing-a-long of
songs was led by Lillie Farris.
Mrs. Sarah Carraway read the
poem, "My Get-Up And Get
Has All Ready Got Up and
Went."
Hosts and hostesses were
Mary Lamb, chairman, Lillie
Miller, Lectra Andrus,
Wallace Dowdy, Margaret
Ralph, Raymond Ralph, Hazel
Ahart, and Willie Emerson.
Others attending were
Helen Feeble, Madie Vaughn,
W. 0. Vaughn, Ambie
Former Boss Had Faults
But He Wasn't
THAT Bad
By Abigail Van Buren
g 1976 by Chcaga Intro,* Y NOM{ Sy,
DEAR ABBY: For three months during the past year I
worked as a part-time secretary for a lawyer. I quit because
I felt rather uncomfortable about certain things.
To start off with, my boss told me when I answered the
phone to say that he wasn't in. It seems I had to constantly
lie to his clients. Also, I know that he owed people a lot of
money and was constantly dodging them.
Because I felt that he wasn't on the up and up, I quit.
Now the problem is this: I plan to look for another job,
but what do I put on the application blank where it says,
"The reason for leaving your job."
If I put down, "For personal reasons," it sounds a,
though he made a pass at me, which isn't true.
CLIFTON. N.J.
DEAR CLIFTON: Why not say that you were not happy
with the working "conditions," which you weren't!
DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and very mature for my age. I
have a 4-month-old baby son and a full-time job to support
us.
To get to the point, I'm very much hung up on a guy who
is 20. He's a real great guy until he starts drinking, then he
gets terribly mean towards everyone—including me. He
wants to fight, and he says a lot of things for which he is
sorry afterwards.
When he's sober he begs me to forgive him, saying he
didn't mean to hurt me, and because I love him I give Ilan
another chance.
I can't count the chances I've given him already.
Should I break off with him the next time he gets drunk,
or stay with him and hope he outgrows his drinking
problem? He keeps promising he will do so.
HOPELESS IN MONTANA
DEAR HOPELESS: Be a wise girl amd quit seeing him
right now. Tell him that AFTER be has à1sd bla drinking
problem, you will pick up where you left off. No one
"outgrows" alcoholism. Suggest be eel Akehoiles
Anonymous, and if he's as "great" as retibs is, he will.
DEAR ABBY: I am on Social Security and have beer,
doing alterations lisewingl to make ends meet.
One of my neighbors asked me if I would alter her drecq
It had a full skirt and the hern alone took me three hour
turn up.
When the lady came to pick up her dress, she brought me
some flowers from her garden, said, "Thank you," and
walked out the door. Abby, I nearly fell on my back'
I'm not sewing for flowers.
Abby, dear, how would you have handled this?
SPEECHLI-
DEAR SPEECHLESS: I would have stopped her before
she got out the door, and said. nicely, "That will be
  dollars pletiale."
CONFIDENTIAL TO C.K.: Not until we fall victim to •
real tragedy so we realize how much energy we have spent
worrying about trivialities.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a percoard
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envois,., please.
Willoughby, Daisy Wickoff,




Locke, Treva Washer, Gussie




Others attending were Patty








Thorn, Charlie Marr, Johnny
Futrell, Meda Jackson, Neva
Higgins, Lalla Boyd, Evie
Walls, Katherine Bolte, Ovie
Sue Galloway, Nellie Bell,
Tommy Cavitt, Hoyt Flood, J,
D. King, Meme Mattingly,
Effie Edwards, Bessie Dunn,
Mary Ball, Amanda Bila,
Henry Bila, Florine Erwin,
Bernice Gardner, Erma
McCabe, Roger Burgoyne,
Rose Burgevne, Velma Rose,
Will Row, NUMMI Warts,
Shirley Werts.c- —Ocus
Carraway, Ella Willoughby,
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Danny Thomas is a good per-
former and wholesome en-
tertainer, but he said
something on a show recently
...that we take issue with in part.
- He said that we only hear and
read about the bad things that
young people do, but rarely do
f.ive read or see anything about
.all the good things they do. He
-was referring to the news
edia, and his inference was
Fthat the media prints only the
had things that youngsters do,
iever the good.
We challenge him on that
• statement. Millions of words
are printed each day in
thousands of newspapers
throughout America about the
accomplishments of out-
standing individual young
;people. ik_inight -news of
:itheir winning awards for
!'scholastic achievement in
:t•
e HEARTLINE is a service for senior
7i;citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
..answer questions and solve problem-
es.s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLNE, 8514 N.
...Main St., Dayton, Ohio 4.5415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt 'replies.
,The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for
insulin or insulin needles? N.Y.
Answer: No.
Heartline: Will Medicare pay for a
'back and leg brace? J.T.
; Answer: Yes. These are covered
:when prescribed by a physician and
-!medically necessary.
Heartline: If! have my face sanded
;ix have what is commonly called a face
lift, will Medicare cover this? D.S.K.
Answer: No. Medicare does not pay
for cosmetic surgery or other services
,primarily needed for cosmetic im-
Vrovement.
Heartline: Will Medicare cover a
:ichiropractor's services? M.S.
Z. Answer: Yes, but only for manual
manipulation of the spine to correct a
• sublimation shown by X-ray. Medicare
:does not pay for the X-ray or for any
other services by chiropractors.
• Heartline: I have worked steadily in
Young People
In The News
school; excellence in music,
speech, drama; outstanding
achievement in agriculture,
vocational training, sports. The
achievements of our young
people in such activities as
Scouting, in church work, in the
armed services, at camp and
many other •things are con-
stantly in the news.
Unfortunately, the minority
get their share of attention too.
But by no means do
newspapers print news of the
wrongdoings of that minority,
to the exclusion of the vast
majority of fine young people
who are really representative
of the youth of this great nation.
To the contrary, more news
stories are printed and more
space given to the fine
achievements of our young
people today than is given-16
those who get into trouble. And
that's the way it should be.
a job covered by Social Security for
almost 12 years, but I will not be under
Social Security in my new job. Since I
will not reach retirement age for many
years, I am worried that I won't draw
my Social Security benefits at tbat--4
time. R. S.
Answer: If you have at least 40
quarters of coverage now, you will be
insured in the future. But your benefit
will be less than it would be if you
continued in a Social Security - covered
job. This is because the benefit amount
is based on your average Social
Security earnings for years up to the
year you retire, and your earnings from
the new job will not be credited as
Social Security earnings.
Heartline: Can you tell me about your
Medicare book that you have
available? C.P.
Answer: Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare" is a very easy to understand
booklet covering the entire Medicare
program. This booklet is in large, easy-
to-read print with all the up to date
information on medicare, including
sample claim forms. You can order this
booklet by sending $1.50 to Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. If not completely
satisfied, you may receive a full refund
by returning the book C,O.D. Please
allow 30 days for delivery.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger a Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New Year's
Doy and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St, Murray,
Ky., 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers, $2 25 per month, payable in
advance By mad In Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfleld, Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky , and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryeor, Tenn., $15.00
per year By mail to other destinations,
130 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken-






I Opinions expressed in this column are those of the writer and do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Letter To The Editor
Equal Rights: The Amendment
Submitted By Jenny Holtgren
SECTION 1: Equality of rights under
the law shaff not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any state on
account of sex.
SECTION 2: The Congress shall have
the power to enforce, by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this ar-
ticle.
SECTION 3: This amendment shall
take effect two years after the date of
ratification.
SCOPE OF ERA: It will remove sex
as a factor in determining the legal
rights of men and women. It will
primarily affect government action. It
will not interfere in private relation-
ships. For example, the questions of
who will wash the dishes, open the door,
or bring home the paycheck are outside
the jurisdiction of the ERA. The
general principle is: IF A LAW
RESTRICTS RIGHTS, IT WILL NO
LONGER BE VALID; IF IT
PROTECTS RIGHTS, IT WILL BE
EXTENDED TO BOTH MEN AND
WOMEN.
DOMESTIC LAW: ERA will not
deprive any eligible person of alimony,
child support or child custody. The
amendment will require that custody
and support decisions be made on a
case to case basis, and will enhance
women's freedom to choose a career
whether inside or outside the home.
LABOR PROTECTIVE LAWS: Laws
which actually do provide optimal
working conditions would be extended
to both men and women. Restrictive
laws limiting hours of work, night work,
employment in particular conditions or
occapations and weight-lifting would be
invalidated. Employment would be
based on a person's capacity to do the
job.
EDUCATION: ERA will not establish
quotas for men and women in federally
funded public institutions. It will
require that uniform admission stan-
dards be applied to all persons. This
will open new opportunities to women in
vocational training. profegaional
schools and government sponsored
training programs. Private schools that
admit students of only one sex, but that
.-do not receive public funds will not be
affected by the ERA.
MILITARY SERVICE: One area of
great concern is the effect of ERA on
military Service. Under our present
volunteer system, ERA will have the
positive effect of providing equal op-
portunities for women to qualify for
benefits. If the draft is reinstated,
women would be subject on the same
basis as men and provided the same
deferments. However, in the event a
draft again becomes necessary,
Congress has the power to induct
women as it has always had, even
without the ERA.
CRIMINAL LAW: Laws that
prescribe a harsher penalty for one sex
than another will be invalidated. But
the amendment will not invalidate laws
which punish rape, for such laws are
designed to protect women in a way
that they are uniformly distinct from
men."
(CONGRESSIONAL RECORD) The
amendment only requires that if state
and federal governments establish laws
concerning homosexual union, these
laws must be made applicable to both
sexes.
Because laws affecting abortion can
apply only to women, such statutes will
not be affected by the Equal Rights
Amendment.
RIGHT TO PRIVACY: In 1965, the
Supreme Court delineated a doctrine of
the constitutional right to privacy. That
ruling protects both men and women,
and can be invoked, if necessary, to
..
• Radioactive lead may be the.."'
Stain offender in cigarette
:Omolte and in the development of
ung cancers. The source of this
ead could be fertilizers used in
thaccof
.c Such a concept was expressed
td Edward Martell. aiochemat of Boulder, Colo.,
!and Edward Radford. M D .
Department of Hygiene and
Public Health. Johns Hopkins
-University Schap' of Medicine,
41altirnore.
- Autopsy studies by these
researchers an specimens of the
lungs of nonsmokers and
smokers show that the lungs of
' tinkers had a radioactive leadita
'ration two or three times
'her than in thaw of non-
. Martell and Dr Radford also
;Onted that the concentration of
A Safer- Tobacco?
By F.J.L Filasingame, M.D
radioactive material occurred
frequently at the sites of the
branching of the bronchial tubes
Lung cancers often occur at the
forking of bronchia indicating a
possible relationship between
radioactive lead and the
development of cancer in the
bronchus
What is the source of such
radioactive lead' The
researchers suggested that it
may come from •"superphosph-
ate" fertilizers used in tobacco
fields The fertilisers are made
from phosphate rock which con-
lairs small amour& of uranium
wheel/ decays into radioactive
lead. It is known to be a cancer-
causing chemical. Traces of the
radioactive lead collect on the
fuzzy eirface of the tobacco leaf
which is covered in Many
minute hairlike processes The
radioactive lead becomes a part
of the tobacco mixture used in
cigarette manufacture
The scientists point out that
their findings need further test-
ing. If additional studies confirm
these results, changing the fer-
tilizers used on tobacco could
make its tine safer
Q Mrs N.D asks whether the
use of a water softener on home
drinking water LS harmful or
beneficial as far as hardening of
the arteries, heart disease and
stroke are concerned.
A: You have asked a very
complicated question The tssues
are unsettled, and authorities
are of different opinions Studift
of large population grows con-
tinue to try to answer such im-
portant questions In the mean-
time( siggest that you do as you
BLASING AM E
prefer The effect of softening
the water supply on a particular
family is reasonably safe and is
only one of many factors which
affect the arteries Other factors
would be smoking, diet. obesity
antrexercise.
Q: Mr AR asks whether the
marriage rate is declining as the
divorce rate increases
A According to information
from the National Center for
Health Statistics. there were ap-
proximately 980.000 marriages
and 4911.000 divorces during the
fire tkalt,of 197S These figures
mean that the marriages
declined about 4 per cent corn
pared to the same period for
1974, while divorces were up
about S per cent
guarantee separation of the sexes in
public toilet facilities. (GRISWALD vs.
CONNECTICUT)
The Equal Rights Amendment is a
recognition of the full humanity and
dignity of all persons, a concept which




Oy The Associated Press
'Today is Wednesday, Jan. 21, the 21st
day of 1976. There are 345 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, the first atomic
submarine, the U.S.S. Nautilus, was
launched at Groton, Conn.
On this date—
In 1793, King Louis VI of France was
beheaded.
In 1861, Jefferson Davis of
'Mississippi resigned from the U.S.
Senate, 12 days after his state had
seceded from the Union.
In 1903, the London Naval Conference
opened.
In 1908, New York City enacted an
ordinance which labeled smoking by
women illegal and made it an offense
for the manager of a public place to
alllow women to smoke on his
premises.
In 1924, the Russian revolutionary
leader, Nikolai Lenin, died at 54.
In 1950, a Federal jury in New York
found former State Department official
Alger Hiss guilty of perjury.
Ten years ago: The Soviets said that
an American tourist charged with
illegally crossing the Russian border,
Newcomb Mott, had committed suicide
while being transported to a labor camp
to serve an 18-month sentence.
Five years ago: The Cambodian
capital of Phnom Penh came under
Communist mortan,ittack, with the
airport blasted and shells falling near
the heart of the city.
One year ago: President Ford
denounced North Vietnam for violating
the Paris ceasefire accords and con-
firmed that he would ask Congress for
$300 million in additional aid to South
Vietnam.
Today's birthdays. Golfer Jack
Nicklaus is 36. Actress Jinx Falkenberg
is 57.
Thought for today: Love is like
quicksilver in the hand. Leave the
fingers open, and it stays. Clutch it, and
it darts away — Dorothy Parker,
American writer, 1893-1967.
Bicentennial footnote: In Exter, N.
H., the supplies for militiamen joining
the American invasion of Canada were
listed-as: clothing, shoes, moose skins
for moccasins, snowshoes, hatchets or
tomahawks, blankets, camp kettles,
powder ball and flint, ginger, rum and
coarse cloth for leggings.
Bible Thought
By grace are ye saved
through faith; and that not of
yourselves; it is the gift of God.
Ephesians 2:8.
God's gift of faith can be
accepted or refused, just like a
box of candy. Take it, use it and
be thankful.
Letter To The Editor
Opposes Hunting
Dear Editor:
Bowhunter Barry Drew's column
"Why Do We Hunt?" in the January
19th issue is .a masterpiece of
hypocrisy. "Hunters," writes Mr.
Drew, "respect the animals they hunt
and more often than not they feel a
certain sadness at the death of the
game animal. This is a part of hun-
ting."
Here, however, is what Mr. Drew
wrote in his own column in the Murray
Ledger ant/ Times about a year ago in
describing the death of a deer brought
down with a bow and arrow: "We all
watched the buck run off about fifty
yards and drop to a motionless hump.
When I asked if the buck was dead
Butch (Greer?) remarked, 'Naw, he
just ran out of gas!' The proper amount
of laughter followed."
A "proper amount" apparently for
the "certain sadness" hunters feel. A
"proper amount" for life turned in a
10 Years Ago
Mrs. Glenda Ruth Black Darnell, age
22, died yesterday from injuries
sustained when she was hit by a truck in
front of her homenear Hardin.
Other deaths reported included
Eugene Wyman of Wingo and Mrs. Lula
Berwer of Paducah.
Men from Calloway County who were
inducted into the Armed Forces in the
January draft call were Ronald Conner,
Roy Gene Dunn, Walter Hulon Smith,
Jimmy Franklin Perry, and James
Robert Osbron.
Eugene Tarry of Murray has been
promoted to the station of area
supervisor by the Tobacco Inspection
Service of the Consumer and Marketing
Office, Tobacco Division, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Ronald Pace, Paul Ragsdale, and
Myles Todd had high games in bowling
in the Kentucky Lake League this week.
moment into a "motionless hump."
this the "respect" Mr. Drew now wri
about?
Week after week, month after mont
Mr. Drew palms bowhunters off
"responsible conservationists" a
maintains that the properly tr
bowhunter kills his quarry instant
and painlessly. If so, why do his
structions in proper hunting technique
include frequent mention of how to tra
blood stains for long distances?
The Murray Ledger and Times Ina
publish such a drivel ad infinitum, but.,
must protest the constant implica
that anyone who opposes hunting is (
hysterical, and ( 2 ) uninformed. We a
smart enought to spot callousness a
hypocrisy when we read it. And plea






An innovation has been introduced
Calloway County Courts .by Co
Judge Waylon Rayburn and Co
Attorney Robert 0. Miller in an effor
reduce activity among juveniles w
might lead to their arrest. Juve
juries tried several cases in the cir
court room of the court house
Judge Rayburn presiding.
W. Z. Carter has been elected
membership on the Secondary Co
mission of the Southern Association
Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Carl Kingins was in charge of
program at the meeting of the Murr
Rotary Club. He presented
students from Coldwa
School—Jimmy, Janice, and Bi
Wilson—who gave a musical progr. .
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam
tertained the members of the m
faculty at Murray State College
their Jtunilies with a coffee on J
15 at their home on Chestnut Street..
The Family Lawyer
"Landlord Territory"
Cathy, who dwelt in an apart-
ment house, headed for the laun-
dry room one morning with an
armload of washing. But as she
drew near the washing machine,
she skidded on a patch of wet
linoleum and went down with a
thud.
Painfully injured, she filed a
damage suit against the owner of
the building. At the trial she
pointed out that the wetness was
caused by a drain that had been
clogging up for weeks.
The landlord said it was up to
the tenants to keep the laundry
room in good repair. But the court
disagreed and granted Cathy's
claim The court said communal
areas, used by all the tenants, are
considered "landlord territory"—
his to control and his to maintain.
This is the law's usual attitude
with regard to not only laundry
rooms but also hallways, yards,
roofs, and porches. ven if a land-
lord is unaware of the haza,- dous
condition, he is responsible if—
by the exercise of due care—he
should have been aware of ;t.
Thus:
A tenant in an aging apartment
house tripped on a loose board in
the front porch. The landlord,
when sued for damages, insisted
he had no knowledge of the defect.
Yet he lived right next door and
spent a good deal of his time on
the premises.
Holding the landlord liable, the
court said he was guilty of neg-
ligence for not noticing what
should have been plain to see.
On the other hand, a landlord
is not ordinarily to blame if the
tenant was injured while "out of
bounds." Another apartment
house dweller, crossing the lawn
at night, stumbled over a low wire
fencing that had been put up to
protect plants.
But the building had convenient
walkways everywhere, with no
need for anyone to step on the
grass. A court held the landlord
not liable, saying he did not have
to safeguard places where tenants
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GREENSMix or 1Mat"chi. 5/$1 °CI
Dole Crushed or Sliced
* Frozen POi
Frosty Acres Turkey IL Chicken
OP T 4/99' Jiffy Cube Beef
POTATOES 1771 PATTIESJohnsons Coupon
Red or Golden Delicious
















11'Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It may be a few years before
basketball is widely
.:accepted by the general
'public.
But if the general public
would have been at Marshall
"'County Tuesday night, you
can be sure the popularity of
girls' basketball would be high
a little earlier.
For the second time in five
:nights, the Lady Lakers and
Aarshals got together. And
tor the second time, the
?.!•:-.1...akers prevailed by taking a
1;f:bard-fought 49-46 victory.
7:- When the two teams played
" -Thursday at Jeffrey Gym-
nasium, the Lakers grabbed a
thrilling 47-43 win that wasn't
decided until the final
seconds. One of the stars in the
game was freshman center
:Stephanie Wyatt who put the
--fakers ahead for good with a
clutch basket in the final
minute.
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HE WON'T BITE— Calloway's Greg Byars (50) and Marshall County's George Phelps both
to be afraid to make a move for the boll as it is about to hit the official.
Laker Girls 84 On
seem
Year, Whip Marshals
Again, it was Wyatt that
sparked the Lakers Tuesday.
Coming in the contest in the
fourth period, Wyatt scored
four key points and pulled
down several big rebounds,
one in the closing seconds that
sealed the win.
Wyatt's first basket came at
a much-needed point in the
fourth period when the Lakers
were trailing 44-41. Then at the
2:19 mark, the Lakers took the
lead for good as sophomore
guard Susie Imes pumped in a
15-footer that made it 45-44.
With just 59 seconds left in
the game, Wyatt hit from five
feet out on the right side and
that put the Lakers on top 47-
44. But the Marshals came
down and scored again and the
game wasn't decided until
Becky Imes hit two free
throws with 40 seconds left to
post the final score of 49-46 on
the board.
Becky Imes finished with 19
HOW SIIMT IT IS — Tommy Futrell, who laid just missed a
15 footer, got his own rebound and with this shot at the buz-
zer, won the game for the Laker'. Futrell had to shoot over
Lorry Schaper (34) and Mike Rosa (21) for the winning bucket.
(Staff notes by Mike Beendoo)
points in the contest, and
along with Susie Imes, per-
fectly ran the patient Laker
offense.
"It was the best game of her
career," Coach David Lanier
said.
"Just like last week when
we played them, we kept our
poise. And when we got down,
we came right back. But
Becky. ..she brought the ball
down all night against ex-
tremely tough pressure
defense. She's the reason we
won," Lanier added.
The Lakers got off to a slow
start and trailed 10-6 at the
end of the first period. At
intermission it was 28-24 in
favor of the Marshals but at
the end of three periods, the
Lakers were on top 37-36.
Calloway scored the first
four points of the final frame
on baskets by Marilyn
McKenzie and Becky Imes.
That pushed the lead up to 41-
36, the largest advantage held
by either team during the
contest
Patricia McKenzie, also
playing an outstanding game,
f mished with 12 points while
Marilyn McKenzie added
iight. Susie lines ftnkhed with
four while the other starter,
Felicia Pinner, did not score
but was the top rebounder in
the game.
But it was definitely the
bench strength that paid off in
the long run. Besides Wyatt's
superb effort, the Lakers also
got a big boost from senior
Regina Cook, who scored two
points and played very
aggressive on defense.
The Calloway girls are now
8-1 on the season and sport one
of the best records in the First
Region.
They will face one of their
biggest tests Monday night
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Lakers Stun Marshall Counti4
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There is a simple fun-
damental of basketball that
has been screamed and
prached by coaches for years
and years. It was around when
cheerleaders wore bobby
socks and dresses that came
past the ankles.
But the old theory about
following your shot has
outlasted all the fads that have
come and gone since Dr.
Naismith nailed up the peach
basket at the University of
Kansas.
That is exactly what
Tommy Futrell did Tuesday
night. And because he
followed up his shot, the
Calloway County Lakers took
a heart-stopping 58-56 win
over a powerful Marshall
County team on the Marshals'
own floor.
Both teams had a million
and one chances to win the
game in the last quarter.
With 11 seconds left and the
score tied at 56 apiece, Laker
Coach David King used two of
his timeouts.
"We wanted to get the ball





By The Associated Press
EAST
Armstrong S 92, Buffalo Bd
OT
Coos' Guard 79, Curry 55
Geo Washington 78, Delaware
75
Holy Cross 61, Yale 57 OT
Lafayet'e 95, Columbia 72
MIT 60, Wesleyan SS
RPI 84, Cornell 82, OT
Ru'gers 102, Lehigh 87
Villanova 111, Salon Hall 77
SOUTH
Florida S' 76, S Florida
Memphis St 8/, S Mississippi
70
Miss Valley 5! 118, Grambl
ing 92
Virginia 5' 80, Randolph Ma
con 71
as it was, we had to take the
outside shot."
Futrell gunned an 18-footer
from the left wing with six
seconds left on the clock. The
ball bounced high in the air
and off to the right.
Futrell was there. His
second shot ripped the cords
just as the buzzer sounded and
for King, it was one of the
nicest wins ever. It avenged
an earlier 17-point loss suf-
fered in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Just how quick did Futrell
get to the ball?
If the game were to have
been played outside in the
sunlight, his shadow would to
have ridden a bicycle to stay
close.
"We should have rebounded
his first shot," Marshall
County Coach Charlie Lam-
pley said.
"But Futrell is a scrapper.
He'll beat you in more ways
than one."
It was a completely dif-
ferent-looking Laker team. It
was a team that played super
defense, crashed the boards
extremely well and worked
together as a team.
And, of course, they won;
that's what happens when you
put all those elements into one
game.
There was always doubt as
to which team would win the
game.
Ten times in the first half
the score was tied. It was 19-17
at the end of the first period
with the Marshals holding the
upper hand. Marshall pulled
out to a 34-29 edge before
David Williams hit a 15-footer
in the final seconds to cut it to
34-31 at intermission.
Down 38-33 early in the third
period, the Lakers exploded
for eight consecutive points
and moved out to a 41-38 edge.
Fly Beane had two con-
secutive fielders during the
spurt as did Williams.
Going into the final period,
the Lakers were up 49-44.
Calloway held a 56-54 lead
until when with 1:26 left in the
game, center George Phelps
hit two charity tosses for
Marshall County to tie the
Wore.
The rest of the game was a
battle of minds between the
coaches and a shouting match
between the fans. And in the
meantime, the Marshall
County band kept pounding
the drums and making the
already frenzied situation
worse.
But the loudest pound of all
was when Futrell used the old
lesson of following his own
shot and then the banging of
the drums stopped and the
banging of the heads and fists
on walls started.
Futrell tossed in 21 points to
lead Calloway while Williams
added 15 and Mike Wells 10.
Calloway had a 35-32 edge in
the rebounding department
with Wells hauling in nine,
Williams eight, Futrell seven
and Bean six.
"We knew Calloway wasn't
as bad as their record,"
Lampley said.
"We just made too many
mistakes. We missed our first
nine shots of the game."
Calloway made mistakes
too: like hitting just six of 17
free throws.
It was the first home loss of
the season for the Marshals,
who are now 7-6 on the year.
For the Lakers, the worksheet
stands at 4-8 going into
Friday's contest with Murray
High in the Sports Arena.
"Last year, we sort et
overlooked Marshall County
and lost," Coach King said.
"I really hate to have to play
Marshall County and Murray
High in the same week. I'll say
this: on paper, we will bo
underdogs. But you can bet
when we walk on the floor
Friday against Murray, we'll
be coming to play," the Laker
coach added.
And of course, so will
Murray. And that's one reason
there will probably be a jam-
packed crowd Friday.
Because there will be two
teams coming to play. And
when those two teams meet,
the play is work.
Calloway
fg ft of
Wells 4 2 3
Beane 4 0 4
Byars 0 2 2
Futrell 10 1 2
Williams 7 1 2
McCuiston 1 0 3







Rosa 4 4 
S'hammer 2 0 3
Totals 21 14 17
Calloway 17 14 18








Benedictine 69, AAo Kan CT v
67
Kansas 68, Iowa S' 60
W Illinois 98, Ind-Purdue 87
SOUTHWEST
Lubbock Christian 75, E New
Mexico 58
N Texas S' 96, SMU 88
Texas 59, Arkansas 57
Texas <OW 74, Houston 67
Texas Tech 94, Baylor 12
FAR WEST
Arizona 5' 71, Southern Cal 69
AIA Wes' 66, Long Beach S'
76
Fullerton St 73, Loyola 51
Oregon S. 78, Portland 71
•
AUTO SERVICE
For More Good Years In Your Car
Lube and Oil Change
88
• Complete chassis lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks
$888 with oil filter
Front-End Alignment
$988 My US. made car —parts extra if neededExcludes front-wheel
drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment cor-
rection — to increase tire mileage and
improve steering safety • Precision equip-
ment, used by experienced mechanics,
helps ensure a precision alignment
Up to 5 quarts of major
brand 10i30 grade oil.
10/40 grade $1.50 extra.
Engine Tune-Up
$3295 Add $4 for 8 cyl.,;2 for air cond.
$4 less for cars with Electronic Ignition
• With electronic equipment our mech-
anics fine-tune your engine, installing new
points, plugs & condenser • Helps maintain
a smooth running engine for maximum gas





2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front disc
brake pads • Repack and inspect front wheel
bearings • Inspect hydraulic system and rotors
(does not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-Type: Install new brake linings
all four wheels • Repack front wheel bearings
• Inspect brake hydraulic system, add fluid.
Buy Now At Low Goodyear Prices
Our All-Weather 78 polyester cord tire provides
a thrifty fit forAmerican cars...and budgets



































































For more good years in your car
8 Ways to Buy
ni• Cash • Goodyear Releiag Charge
• Our Ow Cotner Credit Mao
• Master Chap • laitAmericard
• American Express Money Card • Carte Ihmehe
• Diem ChM
Lube and Oil Change
$488 Up to 5 qta. of majorbrand 10/30 grade oil.10/40 grade 61.50 extra.
• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts & smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
• Includes light trucks
Engine
Tune-Up
• with electronic equipment our
mechanics fine-tune your en-
gine, installing new points, plugs
& condenstir • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine lot maxi-
mum gas mileage •Incitides Dal-
sun, Toyota. VW & light trucks
$19520410 04 for 8 cyl57 fee air coed
$4 Less for cars with electronic Ignition
Brake
Overhaul
Install new linings, seals, return
springs, fluid & precision-grind
drums • Includes total brake sys-
tem analysis to ensure safe. de-
pendable service • New wheel
cylinders $10 each, if required.
Free Brake Inspection—No obli-
gation.
$5695
U.S. dram type con
and light trucks, ell four wheels
South 12th Id Glendale Phone 753-0595
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Prices Good Thurs. Jon. 22




1 lb. Box 494
Folgers
Coffee
















•Nothing to Buy *No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is Register Each Tine You
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m.





.Kmplovees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to win. wtdults only may register.You do riot Matta be present to win.
Renusit
Air Freshener



























1 lb. Pkg. 89'






































Ripe Bananas lb.1 74Fresh Tender




































We Reserve theRight to LimitQuantities
We Accept U.S.GovernmentFood Stamps
* * "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"
Downtown Shopping Center. Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
Home OwnedandHome OperatedJoe M. ParkerandSammy Joe ParkerOwners
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GOING BOWLING-It looks as if Debbie McDonald of Mar-
shall County might be bowling but actuolly she's just going af-
ter a loose basketball. Watching for the Laker: ore Felicia Pin-
ner(1O) and Marilyn McKenzie (21).
HEMMED IN-Sharon Smith (31) of Marshall County is cut
off at the baseline by Susie Imes (11) of the takers and
Marilyn McKenzie- Thei liar girls defected the Ihersitoks 49-
46 to go to 8-1 on the soma.
(Staff Piwtos by M. Inenoloot'
High School Scores
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tuesday's Boys Games's
Calloway County 58. Marshall
County 56
Fancy Farm 86, Fulton City
63
Murray 108, Farmington 31
Hickman County 53, Fulton
County 39
Heath 72, Livingston Central
60
Lone Oak 80, Paducah Saint
Mary 79
Reedland 86, Symsonia 82
Hughes-Kirk 75, Greenville 70
Millard 70, Dorton 52




Bowling Green 74, Glasgow 59
Ohio County 92, Hancock Co
79
McLean County 90, Graham
45
Barbourville (W Va.) 65,
Ashland Holy Family 28
Deming 59, Augusta 54
Drakesboro 92, Muhlenberg
Central SA
Fort Thomas Saint Thomas
61, Erlanger Saint Henry 53
Hickman County 53, Fulton
County 39
Lexington Bryan Station 69,
Lexington Lafayette 64
Owensboro Catholic 65, Da
viess County 61
Russell 70, Boyd County 61
Richmond Madison 71, Knox
Central 38
Allen County 49, Russellville
48
Bellevue 63, Walton Verona 61
Taylor County 67, Adair
County 56
Whitesville Trinity 76, Clover
port 67
Central City 85, Henderson
County 80
Stuart 67, Butler 62
Kentucky Country Day 52.
Bardstown Bethlehem 47
Ashland 75, Paintsville 53
Bath County 79, Lexington
Catholic 73
Bourbon County 63, Clark
County 55
Covington Holy Cross 84, Fort
Thomas Highlands 74
Erlanger Lloyd 49, Simon
Kenton 47
Garrard Coun'y 87, Danville
86
Hopkinsville 68, Auburn 57
Johnson Central 63, Pre
stonsburg 51
Johns Creek 78, Belfry 77
Paris 62, Montgomery County
53
Somerset 83, Lincoln County82 
Washington County 59, Mar
ion County 57
Ballard 72, Fern Creek 35
Doss 75, South ein 55
Waggoner 55, Seneca 53
Western 66, Durrett 50
Caldwell County 75, Lyon
County 74
Jessamine County 75, Har-
rodsburg 74 (Two Overtimes)
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right questions
We dig for every honest deduction. We
want to leave no stone unturned to
make sure you pay the smallest
legitimate tax.
H&R BLOCK 
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OFFICE MOORS 9... id 6 p.m Wiiirbig
ort, a.a. istp.. tot
*Easy Terms
MIS C. ITEMS
1 Hall Cabinet, honey pine,
attached mirror with coot
rack
1 Curio, pecan wood, crown
gloss, lighted interior
1 Table, gate-leg design,
solid cherry
1 Curio, American of Mar-
tinsville, antique pine,
lighted, with brass gallery
shelves
1 Lowboy, solid mahogany,
Queen Ann style, brass har-
dware
1 4 pc. table group, American
of Mart., pecan wood, 1 oc-









1 Hall console 7 mirror, Heck-
man, Pine with barn red stain 355'
1 Curio, Country French,
glass shelves lighted 269"
2 End Tables, Tell City, solid
maple wood top, one shelf -
sold as a pair 2400'
1 Sofa Table, antique solid
pine, two drawers, one shelf 249"
1 Server, Burlington House
Oak, heat proof top 299"
1 Tea Cart, Gold leafed
wrought iron and glass with
wine rack 215"
1 Curio, Pecan wood, open
glass shelves 269"
1 Curio, mini size Fruitwood
finish lighted 239's
1 Five drawer antique green
chest marble top, procelain
knobs 279°'
1 pair tables, cone carved
'With glass tops - pair 159'
1 Square cocktail parquet top
slightly damaged 249"
1 Antique gold chest,
distressed and spattered oak 219"
1 Antique oak book stand 119"
SOFAS
1 Sofa Korehler, blue, orange
& beige Lawson style
1 Sofa Kroehler block & white
plaid four-cushion Herculon 499"
1 Sofa, beige, copper &
oyster white 599"
1 Loveseat, off-white coude
floral 349"
1 Sofa, tuxedo style, loose





1 Sofa, genuine suede
leather, pillow arms & bock 1199"
1 Sofa, gold corduroy cover,
loose bock pillows 5999
1 Sofa, tuxedo style gold
tapestry weave fabric
2 Loveseats, tuxedo style,
nylon blend Shrimp colored
shadow stripe - each
1 Sofa, Marimont, Almond
crushed linen velvet
1 Sofa, Marimont, Herculon
flame colored fabric















Open Thursday & Friday Nights Til 9:00
All Items Subject to Prior Sole
We have the largest inventory of quality name brand furniture in our
history and its all sale priced. The following is only a partial list of the
many outstanding values you will find.
SLEEPERS
1 Jamison queen size Olive &
Brown plaid
1 Queen size Lawson style
striped Herculon
1 Queen size Herringbone
tweed
1 Sealy wing queen size, gold
plaid
1 Jamison nylon floral queen
size
1 Jamison brown multi plaid
loose pillow bock
1 Jamison queen size copper
& gold Herculon
1 Jamison queen size Tuxedo
style flame stitch
1 Sealy queen size, orange
gold & capper Herculon




1 Queen wrap arm white &
bronze attached bock

























2 Wing Chairs, Beige & cop-
per tweed
1 Wing, Queen Ann, Black
Tapestry
1/2 1 Tall bock, green velvet
2 Copper floral tub choirs




2 Fairfield, Olive chenielle
velvet
1 Henredon, gold stripe
damask
1 Marimont, green velvet
button-back
Sole
1 Fairfield decorator choir,
blue stripe damask
2 Marimont, cone carved
1/2 
frame, gold shadow stripe
2 Marimont, cane carved
1/2 frame, green velvet
1 Marimont round bock
1/2 
lounge, green crushed velvet
1 Marimont small lounge
chair, pumpkin velvet
2 Queen Ann wing chairs,
parrot green crushed velvet
2 Chippendale Brown tufted
bock vinyl





















Both pieces Reg. $259.95
Sale $11 6995
BEDROOM
1 3-pc. Sumter solid maple
chest on chest, chairbock
bed, 9-drawer dresser with
mirror
1 4-pc. contemporary oak,
triple dresser with twin
mirror, lattice headboard,
door chest and fife stand
1 3-pc. 18th Century
mahogany poster bed, double
dresser with mirror, 6-drawer
chest
1 3-pc. oak door dresser with
twin mirror, headboard, large
door chest (floor sample)
1 3 pc. French triple dresser
with mirror, can headboard,
5-drawer chest, ash wood
1 3-pc. Bassett, modern
design door chest, dresser,
twin mirrors, panel head-
board
1 3-pc. Sumter maple, door
dresser with mirror, door
chest, and ladder back head-
board
1 3-pc. oak, Link-Taylor, post
headboard triple dresser with
mirror, 6-drawer chest
1 4-pc. Stanley Knotty Pine
Rural French dresser with
mirror, rush headboard, door
chest & two-drawer 'site
stand
1 3-pt. antique pine triple
dresser, hutch mirror court
chest, King size poster heed-
board
1 3-pc. white french Provin-
cial all wood triple dresser,
mirror, chest and cane head-
board
1 4-pc. Mediterranean Oak
doer dresser with twin
mirror, panel headboard, and















1 8 pc. Pecan Grouping, Oval
extension table, 6 cane back
chairs with large lighted
china
1 8 pc. Bassett Grouping,
Bamboo carved table, 6
chairs, china
1 8 pc. Mediterranean Group,
Pecan, oval table, cane back
chairs, hutch
1 8 pc. Italian Group, Pecan
44" round pedestal table,
cane bock choirs, and chino
with grille doors
1 8 pc. Amer. of Mart. Oak
Group, oval table, 2 arm
chairs, 4 sides, lighted china
1 8 pc. Bernhardt Group,
Pecan 42" round extension
table, oval cane beck choirs
and hutch
1 8 pc. Bassett Group,
Modern Design, Pecan wood,
rectangular table, :plat bock
chairs L china
1 9 pc. Amer. of Mort.
Spanish Group, octagonal
ext. table, cone bock chairs,
slate-top server & matching
chine
1 9 pc. Antique yellow bam-
boo carved oval table, wood
stained top, 6 cone choirs
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IONEM-
' Murray Waltzes Past Farmington
By STEVE W. GIVEhiS
edger & Times Sports Writer
Murray High squashed the
visiting Farmington Wildcats
nder a 49 basket deluge, 108-
1, ' which saw seven Tigers
ach double digits Tuesday
"ght in possibly the unkindest
ood mismatch of the
ason for either squad.
Coach Cary Miller's team
orninated every aspect of the
contest to up its slate to 4-4
rbehind the surprising scoring
f sophomore forward Frank
Gilliam who fired in 18 points
lead all.
The unhealthy final Margin,
' staggering 77 markers, left
e visitors of Coach Joe
. Mikez with a 1-11 campaign in
a lean year for the scrappy
Wildcats of the neighboring
LeThird District.Romping to a 15-0 margin
fore FHS center David
anny clicked the visitors'
.cle of the scoreboard, the
igers ,then outpointed the
Cats, 10-8, to carry a 25-10
argin to the sideline at the
nd of eight minutes.
MHS senior center Bob
Wilder collected two of his 13
ints to open the second
nod before the hosts went
km another scoring binge.
'ef culprit of this rally was
unior guard Raymond Sims,
,who popped in six quick
rmarkers and set up another to
:boost the Tiger lead to 33-15
with 417 showing in the first
or Despite the onslaught ofjoints, MHS was charged with,
veral turnovers and fouls
rior to halftime but managed
o hold the Wildcats scoreless
take a 43-16 advantage after
o quarters.
.... More than half of the sparse
lc,iger gymnasium crowd
ailed to return to witness the
onteSt after the break. The
ed-hot hosts, however,
mbed in 31 points to the
I,..Cats mere three baskets,
te4t, distributed amongat4 Terry Colley, forward
ob Piper, and center David
anny.





Host Southwest split a pair
f games Tuesday night with
t Calloway.
: In the seventh grade con-
test, Southwest roared back to
i)utscare East 20-7 in the final
period for a 40-30 win. In a
;Well-played eighth grade
pontest, East came out on top
$1-48.
t East was in command for
piost .,of the seventh grade
Arne. East led 8-3 at the end of
e first period and 17-12 at
termission before taking a
20 lead into the final period
hen Southwest went wild.
Jimmy Cochrum scored 13
ints to pace Southwest while
Crittenden added 12 and
filarty McCuiston 10.
; For East, James Bynum
or#d 16 points while Larry
panders added 10.
' After one quarter in the
*ighth grade contest, it was
bed up but East moved ahead
tts the second period and held a
'Slim 29-24 lead at in-
termission.East outscored the hosts 
t 
16-
in the third frame to lead 45-
going into the last frame.
. uthwest's hopes of catching
faded as they lost four
ayers via the foul route in
last quarter.
. Gary Enunerson popped in1
a
points to pace the attack for
st while Don Rogers scored
and Richard Smotherman
ded 13 for the Southwest.
Seventh Grade
ast 8 9 6 7-30
uthwest 3 9 7 20-40
East ( 30 )-Bynum 16,
nders 10, Morton 2, Hill 1,
Cherry 
nSod uthwest ( 40 )--Cochrum
, Crittenden 12, McCuiston,
, McAlister Sand Colson.
Eighth Grade
ant 14 15 16 16-61
uthwest 14 10 10 14-48
• East i 61)-Enunerson 34,
ildress 10, Barnett 7, Kirks
t Harper 2, Cook 2 and MattesSouthwest ( 48 )-Rogers 17,
kerby Williams 3, But-otherman 13, Barger 6,
erworth 2 and Pittenger 2.
BASKETBALL
NORFOLK, Va. - Bill
ussplman resigned as coach
the' filfrginia Squires of the
meriean Basketball
iation and replaced on
imterim basis by General
Jack Ankerson
forward Lindsey Hudspeth
combined for 12 of MHS's
third period points, before
each was replaced by Tiger
reserves who were frequently
waved into action by Coach
Miller.
Slowed by illness in the
Tigers' last two starts, junior
forward Andrea Perry logged
considerable playing time in
the contest and pumped in
four buckets in the wild third
period.
Three MHS reserve players,
senior forward David Frank,
Gilliam, and junior guard
Brett Harcourt contributed
the most for the Tigers in the
final eight minutes when the
hosts outpointed Farmington,
34-9.
With Gilliam's 18 markers
leading the way, Hudspeth
was seeond-leading Tiger
scorer with 17 points, followed
by Perry and Harcourt with 14
each, Wilder's 13 and Sims
with 10 to round out the
double-figure men.
Colley topped the Wildcats
with 8 points, Canny added 7,
and while forward Johnny
Riley canned 6 points to rank
as leaders in scoring.
Coach Miller's Tigers now
begin preparing for Friday
night's annual super-contest
with arch-rival Calloway
County in the Murray State
Sports Arena.
Farrnington10 6 6 9-31
Murray 25 18 31 34-108
•I1 ••••• II U •WI III 1M1 MOON
61.,...•_•,  •••• /sof 
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%
.. .HIGHWAY 64l---MURRAY, KY orne ;terns not exact -as ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.



























































positive drag, fuji gwd
Murray High (108)-Gilliam
18, Hudspeth 17, Perry 14,
Harcourt 14, Frank 10, Sims
10, Richardson 9, McHugh 8,
Kurz 8.
Farmington High
(31)-Colley 8, Nanny 7, Riley
6, Piper 4, Haneiine 4, Newson



















Beautifies troubled hair in




















Yes, I nom Interestai in hemming no involution Moho with V. S. fiber
cooluless Woe insoartiee.
NAME  
STREET 01 IT. NO.
STATE 
ZONE PHONE NO 
Nave • representative cell on me.
Send me more informaion















A kit containing everythiwg yee need to






























two-thirds oz. No. N-627
Candy
Helps curb your appetite. Choice






or coughs of colds and flue.











I HEAR 'OR FRIEND
HAS A VAPOR LOCK
I'LL NEVER CATCH




















 -(AFF&R )CY HAS LOST
2 OR 300 POLY1)5-)17X6OTT4 




AS OF JANUARY 20,
1976, I am no longer
responsible for any
_debts other than my
own. I.. A. Travis.
2 Nut,o-
WANTED ITEMS to sell
on consignment. The






















































































30 Be in debt 50 L lingers
32 KnOCk 52 Enticing
34 Conjunction woman
36 Cut ot meet 53 sharp
37 Gold° 11810 55 Girls name
note 57 Proceed
39 Beam 59 Insane40 Mans
nickname 60 Em
43 Bartered 61 Okapi's-To
48 Small rug 83 Short steep
48 Female 67 Saint (ebb,







Di tr by United I retort te, iv
2 Notice
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and















be submitted by 12





























Approximately 12,000 sq ft. of
rental space available at OX
and Poplar Streets. Wotan!
• Dark 'Cohere° Paelang Carp.,





save. 100 per cent money
back guaranteed. We
deliver to your place at




nib.* yes need 'applies,
erpripasest or service call la.
Perris is erbet we bee.
best. We Mere "teem clearers
end ether cieenies eirpripaseet
for net, Sr if yeti prefer we
























3 Card øt Thanks
WE WANT TO thank all
our friends and neigh-
bors who helped when
our home burned
recently. Words can not
express how deeply
thankful we are for all
that has been done for
us. The Jim Irby Family
5 lost And Found
LOST BLACK cow. Lost
near Midway. Call 753-
2539.
LOST 1971 MSU College
graduation ring. Blue
setting. If found please
call 753-6153 after 5p. m.
6 Help Wanted
PERSON OR couple to
live in home with elderly
couple, very nice living
quarters, salary open.
For informition Write
P. 0. Box 32L Murray,
Kentucky
LADIES: DO YOU need
extra money? $75.00
week part time, $150.00
week full time. Car
necessary. For in-
terview write Box 151
Murray. Give address
and telephone number.





and fringe benefits. For
interview call 753-8707.
NEED LADY TO LIVE in
and care for elderly
woman. Mrs. Janice








BUY THE best for less.












general office. 20 years
experience as cost
estimator and Girl




needed by Jan. 27. Call















IS. Articles Fur Sale
DIAMOND BRIDAL set
unique design, written
appraisal, $750. Will sell




Ball, 12 pounds. Used
two bowling seasons.
$20. Call 753-0680 after 5
p. m.
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 436-
2315, if no answer call
753-4698.
FOR BETTER cleafting,
to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer, $1. Western
Auto home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes
girls 10-12, juniors size 5.
Call 753-2515 after 3:30.
BABY BED FOR SALE.
Used 2 weeks. Mattress
and bed like new. Call
753-0004 between 10 and
5 in afternoon.
ANTIQUE CHERRY
dining room suite and
buffet. New seats. Call
753-7835.
MOVING MUST SELL. 9'
x rug. Two older
types chifferobes. One




chain saws. Your choice
Vs" or 36" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, $8.95; 16"
















FROM WALL TO WALL,
no soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
--Lustre. Rent electric






LINK fence with 1% 0.
D. line post, 1% O. D. top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs





living room suite. $75.00.
Real nice and clean. Call
753-5348 after 6.
BROWN TWEED mat-




i i Vacuum Cleaners
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple












Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.




H & R MODEL 939 72
target revolver and
holster. Priced to sell.
Call 753-9349.
CHALLENGER bass boat
with 150 H. P. Mercury,
power trim, Lawrence
L. F. G. 300 locator,
motor guide, trolling








stored locally. Reported like
new. Responsible party can
take at big saving on low
payment balance. Write




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
SANY-- 0 8 TRACK tape
player; fast forward and
channel repeat controls;



















Vinyl chair, $5.00. Call
753-9312.







W ILI . PAY above market







pick up. Call 7534630
after 5 p. m.
* dr* *** * ** * **** ***** * * ****
AUCTION
Sat. Jan. 24, 1976
1 p.m.
Ferry Morse Seed Co.
(1 Block E. off Hwy. 45-51 bypass)
Fulton, Ky.
13 - 1971 Ford window vans
1 - 1972 Chevrolet window van
8- 1972 Ford Station wagons
1 -1973 Ford Station wagon
110TE Mese aro Ibe beet reeditiseed epte's we have ever bed
tor ea et milk weettee. Tee ere knitted to beeped obese este',
fres I 1 rell a. to 12:3• p. s. dee et seas
TERMS: Cash or personalized checks, complete
settlement day of sale.
Col. Robert &inky
Ai/dimmer & Reel Estate Broker




stall, good shape. Also
Philco protable T. V.
Three years old. Must go
cheap. Call 489-2760 or
489-2508.
26 TV Radio
MOBILE CB Craig deluxe
model 4103. Complete
with Robyn antenna.
Only 4 months old $150.
Phone 753-3143.
23 CHANNEL MOBILE
CB radio, coax and
trunk mount antenna.
Call 767-4474.
27. Mobile Home Sales
NICE 12 x 60 4
BEDROOM fully car-
peted, underpinned, on 1
acre lot, near Cold-
water. $5,000. Call 435-
4591.
1969 WARRIOR 12 x 60,3





WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM





after 6 p. m. or 753-8835
anytime.
NEW 2 BEDROOM
mobile home on large
lot. All electric, central
heat and air, water and
garbage pickup in-
cluded. 31/2 miles East of
Murray. $120.00 per






16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
31 Want To Rent
WANTED FURNISHED
HOUSE for two college
students. Within 20
miles of Murray. Call
3284699.























ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
college girls. Close to
campus. Phone 753-5865




for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Phone 7 5 3-
5865 days or 753-5101

















New Concord. Call 436-
2427.
FURNISHED APART-






Marshall School on 641.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p:•
m.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
with garage. No pets.
1405 Vine. Phone 753-





December 15. Call 753-
0169.
See Us Before You Buy
1972 Chrysler New Yorker Brougham, loaded, 1
one owner, 46,000 miles, $2599.00
1975 Corvette convertible, leather interior, air,
steering and brakes, 4,000 miles, sharp, $7499.00
GAS SAVERS
1975 Camaro, LT, Type, dark blue, white in-
terior, air, steering and brakes, 6 cylinder
motor, 6,000 miles, sharp, $4099.00
1971 V. W. Beetle, air, 4 speed, yellow, 56,000
miles, sharp, $1499.00
1974 Vega Hatchback, red, red interior, 3,300
miles, air, steering, brakes, automatic, sharp,
$2099.00.
1975 Vega Station Wagon, air, steering, brakes,
automatic, 30,000 miles, sharp, $2999.00
USED PICK-UPS
1972 El Caro, air, steering, brakes, automatic,
48,000 miles $2399.00
1972 White Pick Up, 6 cylinder, standard shift,
$1799.00
1971 Chevrolet Pick-Up, 6 cylinder standard
shift, blue, $1399.00
1973 Chevrolet Pick-Up, air, steering, brakes,
beige, one owner, 31,000 miles, $2699.00
1 TON TRUCKS
1968 2 ton, black, 19 ft. cattle rack, V-8, 2-speed
axle, $3299.00
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38. Pets Supplies
'OLD ENGLISH Sheep
dog Puppies. $50.00. Call





Female. $45.00. Call 753-
6153 after 5 p. m.
THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point
. Estates. Phor.e 901-642-
471177.
AKC SILVER Poodle and
AKC red or black and
-51 tan Dachshund stud




standard - will sell or
- trade. Will make a real
nice pet. Call 527-7858.
bOG KENNELS pre-built
and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your
(encing needs. Call 444-
6865, A.A.A. Fence
Supply, Paducah, Ky.
1.11 adsk. SUE 3E6 X IC 31:)
38. Pets Supplies
DOBERMAN PIN-










Jan. 17, 1976 at
Stella Kentucky.
Estate of the late
Ludie Thurmond.





dishes, lots of other
items. In case of






*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ABSOLUTE
AUCTION
Ler.enee: Endseisen, Ti... Flom Paris, Tenn. take ill
toward Dever, Teem. Tern 0 Franklin Simmons Mere.
Take Slate Iteete 140 towed Steltenan, Tn. Follow
Auctien Arrows.
°woofs Mr and Mrs. Sernard Canaan
Rimini' for Sale: Ooe.lo lbe limn% N a lonely nw.mberMrs. Casella are seeinerbenie and coneeals sad isewiles.
11,
)f.
Saturday, king 24, 1976 10:00
.*
OincriplIsa et Reel Estate: Celestial name meow se 3 acres trod
wit% ha rsed fruitage el/ Stale INSININy IN. [licensee Wriestplots. Plenty Si leant fer feeclos. Greene very Mine. ibis Mawgas hard extensive remodeling dese in It. large tmelreiglEMMIliklarge rooms an Ind Meer. Has boartlfvf lawn lt reedecapine.tired? Jest rite distance Irma Paris, Tn., Murray, Ky., SadKoolecky Labe.
Terms: N PeraN11 down all MN estate. golance .11* 5551.Real Estelle Soiling . Preiviony - 11 A.M.
Special: Teal genie-ISM sensurred geld plated, enamelpeari-teetweied.
Reconstrected Juno 1947 Appraised by C.U. Melee, Lateslag,Mice.
PARTIAL LIST
1. Oioncesi Pay*, dieing rosinsuite
2. 11,555 STU air conditioners2- Artimitatic aes heelers
1- Under counter bar
I. Twin poster bed
I. Dresser
"71= 86.p.0 etElectric $tove
?."21:47r,":41° '"'1_ High choir
1: ttii:1s swing1- Iron bed1. Chest
New It It. boat I ) N. M.P.
-Sr
12 Co. compressorMany hand tests3- Electric meters




2 Pc. Hying resin salt.Rockers
I. Formica table Owns1- Small chestTypewriterPortable T.V.
-Geneve tractor cettivator1. Lawn mower, 32"Several Mims for dendrite.Tablet, ollnws, etc.Lets of w odds sada teenemierein Is certif.1. 31 day clock
I. Send Mass bucket
I- Saki brass coffee petMen Skillets, I Cookers. Pets.Pans
Note Property IRO" be inspected prier to sal, dale by conteciag
agomf.
Melica Amy mommumoccommal maim day .1 sale will nave precedence
over printed matter.
Auctioneer: Ed "Bogie" Bogard, Lk. 0411
Sale by
Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
DOVER, TENN.
232-5150 or 232-6221 116 .*
**********3#2#4**************










Chem sews, old decks, said
corral gists chin cabinet
coder wardrobe, ceder idlest,
diest of drawers, dresser,





located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
very choice five acre
tracts on a black top
road (Kirby Jennings
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky.
These can be purchased








1:30 p. m. Three
bedroom brick, 1 bath,
utility and carport.
Located at 1700 Dodson,
near college. Will take
consignment items.
Wayne Wilson Auc-
tioneer, Call 753-3263 for
details.
VERY NICE aluminum





Excellent condition on 1
acre. Priced at $18,200.
Call Moffitt Realty Co.,
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
APPROXIMATELY 8
acres, of commercial
property ( with 1,000 ft.
front footage) listed in a
growing area in the city.
Priced at a $150.00 per
front foot. Remember
Real Estate is the best
Investment you can
make. Call 753-8080 or




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
45 F3111S For S
20 ACRE FARM FOR
sale. ;,2 Mile off Shady




FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home. Exceptioanlly
nice living room and den
with white shag carpet.
Full wall distinctive
rock fireplace in sunken
eden. 200 x 105 corner lot
For appt. call 753-8850
(M-F 8:30-4:30). Ask for
Lisa.
Another View
5C1N51pER1NG I 140mi PA‘( 1-3cEw-r5
'FOR A STAMP, YOU COULD AT LEAST
WALK A LITTLE FASTER .0
46. Homes For Sale
DELIGHTFUL 3
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.




6 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too Large or Too Small
Free Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Contractor
406 Sunbury arde-Merray
BY ONWER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 753-
0846, for appointment.
BY OWNER: NEW 3
bedroom brick ranch, 2
baths, family room with
fireplace, built-ins.
Large utility room.
Attached 2 car garage.
$37,400. Oak Estate. Call
753-3833.





carport, central air and
heat, gas, low 30's. Call
753-2485.
NICE BRICK HOUSE 3
bedroom, dining room,
utility room large kit-
chen, nice cabinets, new
carpet in all rooms, new
inlaid in kitchen and
utility room, large patio,
fenced backyard, lots of
shade in front and back.
$26,500. Will take trailer
as trade in. Phone 753-
2377.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
47. fy1otoicycies
CB =HONDA 1973. $450.
Must sell. Call 753-6564.
48.Automotive Service
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C78x13 or E78x14 one
low price $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE tax. Your
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price





plus $2.67 FE tax. Your
choice GR78x14", 13" or
H78x15" one low price
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
Wide ones 4 ply
premium nylon with
white raised letters,
your choice G70x14" or
G60x14" one low price
;25.95 plus $2.97 FE tax.
Truck tires highway
tread 6 ply 700:15"
premium grades $72.54
plus $2.80 FE tax.
750x16" 8 ply premium




1906 NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
753-5869





price -$100.00. Call - 753-
8283.'
1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 753-
9710.
1974 GMC, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, power
brakes and air. Short
wheel base. Big wheels.
$4,100. Call 1-554-1581.
1966 FORD VAN, runs
good. $450. Call 753-6564.
Must sell.
1971 CHEVROLET heavy
duty 2 ton 2 speed rear
axle, power steering,
920x10 ply tires, medium
green and white, one
owner. Call days - 345-





Call 753-2550, ask for
Mike.
GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See












1965 and 1966 BUICKS.
Power and air. Call 753-
7143.
1t74 CADILLAC COUPE
De Ville, loaded, white
with red leather in-
terior. Priced to sell.
Call 474-2211.






1174 VEGA WAGON, air
condition, 4 speed, GT
equipped. $2,300. Call.
753-2424 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
1173 DODGE PICKUP,
club cab. Good con-
dition. Like new. WM
trade. Call 435-4503.
.11118 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 door. Clean,
good rubber. Call 753-
4022.
1973 HORNET SPOR-
TABOUT power and air,
one owner. Reduced
must sell. Call 753-9149.
1967 CAMARO 327 four
speed, new 60's, 70's,
and mags. Call 436-2336.
1965 FORD 4 door, V-8,
power, and air. Call 753-
1874.








Buick, vinyl top, power




two door hardtop. See
Sherrill Hicks, or call
753-8288 after 4:00p. m.
GREATER ROCKFORD
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1972 DATSIJN pickup,


















Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
PLUMBING OR Electric,








Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL DO BABYS1TTING
in my home. Can be








a week. Call 753-9216.
WILL DO ANTENNA





of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




patio covers and m.
closures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-
8647.
TOPPER FOR PICKUP 
TREE TOPPING, we do
truck. Call 753-4330. more of it than anyone
else. Call 753-6477.CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1,41 mile






efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
STEEL BUILDINGS for




753-3897 or call Keith
Hayes Sales
Representative, 489-2488
for your Butler Agri-
Builder
SMALL HOME repairs
and alterations. Call 436-
2476 evenings.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.









The Cl-mster Engineers will be in the Murray-
Hazel area conducting dye studies on the
sanitary sewer systems from Tuesday. January
13 through Friday, January 73, 1976. Normal
working hours will be from approximately 12:00
midnight to 6:00 A. M. Thepurposeofthestudles
La to locate sources of infiltration/inflow in the
sewer systems. Any questions which may arise
while testing is being conducted in your vicinity.






vinyl roof. $20.00, free
pickup and delivery.




work in vicinity of 121
South and 94 South to
New Concord. Gravel,
white rock and top soil
delivered anywhere.
Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7 days a week.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.










51. Feed And Seed
GOOD JAP AND BEAN
hay for sale, 60 lb. bales.
Phone 753-5619 after 6.
54 Fro'
ONE YEAR old female,
part Dachshund to give




Pointer, year and 3
months old. Call 436-
5395.
FREE 2 MONTH OLD
part Collie puppy. Black









APPLICATIONS will be accepted for Em-
ployment in the Murray Fire Department
until 5:00 p.m. January 26, 1976. For ap-
pications and information contact JACKIE
COOPER, Chief. Phone 753-1688.
•
LEGAL NOTICE
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 337 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, I, Or sty authorized
agent, will on February 3, 1976, commencing on or
about 10:00 A.M. (CST), in the Circuit Courtroom,
Second Floor, Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, hold
a bearing to consider a revision of the prevailing
wage determination for laborers, workmen, end
mechanics, *speed in construction of public works
projects. Evidence relating to fringe benefits
provided through irrevocable agreements between
employers and employees shell be considered in
establishing a prevailing rate of contribution for
the same. All interested persons and public
authorities ars invited to attend and present
evidence and give testimony pertaining to the
prevailing wage rates in Calloway Covey, Ken-
tucky.
James R. Yocom, Commissioner




Mexican Imports, Granada En-
terprises, Hwy. 79 E, across from
Woodlawn Motel, in Medlocks Shop-
ping Center, Paris, Tenn.
Beautiful Love Seat, Dressers (antique),
Tables (antique), Large Asst. Wrought
Iron, Large Webco Stereo (Early
American), Large Aut. Depression Glass,
Mexican Hats, 2 new 3 pc. Lr. Suites, Wall
Lamps (all kinds), Real good sml.
refrigerator, Wall Plaques, Beautiful
Hanging Lamps, All Kinds Paint (interior &
exterior), 220 Heater, 110 Heater (like
new).
COMPLETE SELLOUT, Wall to Wall!!
..There is • big track load of real nice mer-
chandise, practically all new.







-Public Sale Serrice Ant Notitilipx-
Invitation For Bids
The City of Murray and Calloway County, Kentucky, will receive bids for the
Murray-Calloway County Park, Fencing, Contract "C," BOR Project No. 21-
00286, until 2:00 P.M., C.S.T., on Tuesday, February 3, 1976, at the Calloway
County Courthouse, Circuit Court Room, Murray, Kentucky, at which time and
place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
Bids are invited for the project involving the following work:
The fencing of four ballfields including backstops, gates and all appurtenances
thereto.
Contract Documents, including separate Proposal Form, Drawings, and
Technical Specifications, are on file at the office of the County Treasurer,
Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky, and the office of Barge.
Waggoner, Sumner and Cannon, 1300 Parkway Towers, Nashville, Tennessee
37219.
A certified check or bank draft payable to the order of the City of Murray and
Calloway County, Kentucky, negotiable US. Government Bonds, or a satisfac-
tory Bid Bond executed by the bidder and an acceptable surety, in an amour
equal to five percent (5%) of the Base Bid, shall be submitted with each bid.
Copies of the Contract Documents may be obtained by depositing $50.00 with the
‘Landscape Architect only, at the above listed address, for each separate set of
10entract Documents so obtained. Each such deposit will be refunded to
bonafide bidders if the Drawings and Contract Documents are returned in good
condition within ten (10) days after bid opening. Fifty percent (50%) thereof
will be refunded to non-bidders. The successful low bidder's deposit will not be
returned but will be considered payment for plans and specifications required.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the
bidding.
Along with his bid, each bidder must deposit security in the amount and form
specified and subject to the conditions provided in the Information to Bidders
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Vernon Allen Turley of Lola,
father of Gaythel Turley of
Murray, died Monday at 2:30
a. m. at the Livingston County
Hospital, Salem. He was 65
years of age.
Mr. Turley is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Thelma Turley,
Lola: one son, Gaythel of
Murray; two stepsons, George
Barnes of Burma and James L.
Barnes of Lola; eight gran-
dchildren; two great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Boyd Funeral
Home, Salem, with Rey. Billy
McDowell and Rev. Zel Downs
officiating.
Interment will be in the Old
Salem Cemetery at Salem.
Final Rites Today
For Earl Parker
Final rites for Earl C.
Parker of Benton Route Four
are being held today at one
p.m. at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Rev. Dennis Waters and Rev.
Clifton Dexter officiating.
Burial will be in the Barnett
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Masonic rites were con-
ducted at eight p.m. Tuesday
by T. L. Jefferson Lodge No.
622.
Mr. Parker, age 77, died
Monday at the Benton
Hospital. He is a retired
employee of the Illinois
Central Railroad and is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Beggs Parker, and
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Buchanan Dies
Tuesday At Home
Mrs. Giles ( Mary Utter-
back) Buchanan of Worth, Ill.,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Tuesday at 8:40 p. m. at
her home. She was 77 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray.
Mrs. Buchanan is survived
by her husband, Giles
Buchanan, one daughter, Mrs.
Pete (Virginia) Dowling, one
son, Robert Buchanan, three
grandchildren, and nine great
grandchildren, all of Worth,
m.
The body will be returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral





Vernon C. Coleman of
Benton Route Eight, formerly
of the Backusburg community
of Calloway County, died
Tuesday at 11:35 p. m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was 89 years of age.
The former Calloway man,
a retired farmer, served as
magistrate for four years of
the old North Brinkley district-
in Calloway County. He was a
member of a Baptist Church
in Trigg County, a veteran of
World War I, and a member of
American Legion Post N. 73,
Murray.
Mr. Coleman was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Gruggett Coleman, on
January 14, 1972. Born
November 5, 1886, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the




Ferguson of O'Fallon, Ill., and
Mrs. Clara Nell Lathram of
Benton Route Eight; one
brother, Herman Coleman of
Cadiz; three grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for one p. m.
Thursday at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with Rev. David Brasher and
Rev. Jack Doom officiating.
Burial will be in the Benton
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
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.Carroll Says State May Lose Bill Would Try And Bring
Cassity Funeral Is Funds As Result Of Controversy Uniformity To State 470,Being Held Today
The funeral for Albert
Cassity, Sr., is being held
today at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Otis Jones
and Rev. Randolph Allen
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Serving as active
pallbearers are Michael
Cassity, Rolla Queen, John
Baker, Ftandell Higgins, Billy
Mitchuson, and Jewel Jones.
Honorary pallbearers are
David Cassity, Kent Queen,
Tommy Cassity, and Mark
Cassity. Burial will be in the
Cassity Cemetery in the Land
Between the Lakes.
Mr. Ca,Lsity, age 80, a
resident of Murray Route One,
Rob Mason Road, died Sunday
at 8:30 p.m. at the Parkview
Convalescent Home,
Paducah.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Wave! Higgins Cassity,
daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Queen, six sons, George,
Anthony, Albert, Jr., Hayden,
Bobby, and James Cassity,
two half sisters, Mrs. Mary
Jones and Mrs. Ethel Mit-
chuson, half brother, Arlet
Baker, eleven grandchildren,




Collie C. Salmon of 1608
Ryan, Murray, died this
morning at 12:45 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 72 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Goshen United
Methodist Church. Born May
30, 1903, at Buchanan, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late
Richard Salmon and Ardella
Williams Salmon.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Novella Jackson Salmon, 1608
Ryan, Murray; one daughter,
Mrs. James ( Robbie) Jones,
Nashville, Tenn.; one son, H.
G. (Jack) Salmon, St. Louis,
Mo.; one stepson, Dr. Bill
Jackson, Mayfield; one sister,
Mrs. Nora Sherrille, Paris,
Tenn.; one brother, Martin
Salmon, Puryear, Term.; five
grandchildren; four step
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. William Hart of-







Gov. Julian Carroll says
Kentucky could lose $750,000
in federal funds as the result
of a controversy between the
state and the U.S. Civil Ser-
vice Commission.
The commission has
threatened to withhold the
funds unless 35 management
positions in two state
departments are placed under
the jurisdiction of Kentucky's
merit system law.
In a letter to Sen. Frank
Miller, D-Bowling Green,
chairman of the Senate State
Government Committee,
Carroll said 53 management
positions in the state Human
Resources Department are
exempt from the merit
system.
The commission insists
that under federal merit
standards, only 20 positions
should be exempt," Carroll
said. The same controversy
exists with respect to two
policy making posts in the
state Labor Department."
The governor said it is his
contention the jobs should not
be covered by the merit
system, but that his opinion
"in no way reflects an intent
on my part to terminate any
management personnel.
-My only motivation is a
fundamental belief that
management person-
nel. Lhould be fully
responsive to direction by
elected leadership," Carroll
said in the letter, released
Tuesday. "The only way to
assure that responsiveness is
to see that the tenure of those
personnel is subject to the
considered judgement of
elected leadership."
Carroll told Miller he was
bringing the matter to his
attention because the result
could be a loss of federal funds
and because he plans to back a
move to amend the state merit
system law.
The amendment, he said,
would "provide that only non-
policy-making positions" be
Purchase Area
covered by the merit system.
In a letter to David Cald-
well, regional director of the
Civil Service Commission in
Atlanta, Carroll said the
federal position "boils down to
a basic belief that virtually all
management positions, even
policy making ones, need to be





MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — The
Ohio River Division engineer
for the Army Corps of Engi-
neers has relayed a proposal
for a 8750,000 grain and fertili-
zer barge terminal on Ken-
tucky Lake to the corps' chief
of engineers office in
Washington, D.C.
Brig. Gen. E.R. Heiberg,
Cincinnati, said Tuesday the
issue could not be resolved at
the division level. The chief of
engineers office could pass the
application on to the secretary
of the Army.
Hutson Chemical Co. of
Murray has applied to build
the terminal at the Anderson
Creek embayment on the west
side of Kentucky Lake.
The U.S. Bureau of Sport
Fisheries insists Hutson moni-
tor the lake bottom in the area
for five years to check for con-
ditions that could affect
fishing. The company con-
tends the requirement would
be discriminatory and that
Murray State University
already monitors the area.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.0
down 0.2. Below dam 314.0
down 0.8.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 353.8
down 0.4 Below dam 321.9 no
change.
Sunset 5:09. Sunrise 7:07.
Moon rises 9:27 p.m., sets
4
management and security for
the managers."
The governor said the "crux
of the issue.. is which value
weighs heaviest in the bilanei
— management - aq-
countability or management
security.
"I must take the side of
accountability, and believe in
good faith that the security of
management will be
commensurate with its
capacity for efficient publir
service," Carroll said.
He said he opposed the
management personnel-beittg
placed under the protection of
the merit system because "it
is more important to prestrve
management accountability
to the public through the years
than it is to establish shelters




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky House Com-
mittee on Cities has approved
a bill aimed at unraveling the
tangle of conflicting laws that
affect city governments in the
state.
The bill, HI357, would set up
a nine-member municipal
statute review commission
that would try to bring unifor-
mity to laws governing all six
classes of cities.
The measure, which was en-
dorsed by the interim Com-
mittee on Cities, apparently
has the backing of the ad-
ministration. It was prefiled
by House Speaker William
Kenton, fl-Lexington, and
Rep. Bob Benson, I)-
Louisville, chairman of the
cities committee.
Benson said Gov. Julian
Carroll's budget proposal con-
tains a request for spending of
nearly $590,000 over the next
two years to implement the
project.
"This particular recommen-
dation is one of the finest
things that came out of the in-
terim Committee on Cities,"
said Lexington Mayor Foster
Pettit, president of the Ken-
tucky Municipal League.
He said it would lay the
groundwork for straightening
out the "myriad" of con-
flicting laws at the local
government level.
"It will also help commu-
nities follow the law," he said.
Kenton has said the thick
book of laws currently af-
fecting local governments is
so confusing that local of-
ficials have difficulty knowing
what the laws are.
The cities committee also re-
ported favorably HB47, a bill
to exempt local governments
from paying the state sales
tax. The exemption is already
in effect by executive order,
but the order expires Jan. 31.
NOTICE
Now Available










8: 56 a.m. Wednesday.Hog Market 
Federal State Market News Service
J,oary 21, 1070
iCenty Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations
Receipts; Act. 301 Est.. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 1 00-1.25 tower Sows steady 50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 II*. 14050-69.00
US 1-3500-34011*. $43.00-411.50
US I-4140-2M as.  00-41.011
US 34 100-2110 lbs. 546 00-47 00
Sows
US 1-2270450 lbs. $37 WA 00
US 1430450lb, 527 00-30 00
U111441144101116. 13$ 00-30.50












You'll see twice as many
mushrooms.You'll taste 
extra mushroom flavor in
Hunt's Tomato Sauce
with Mushrooms.
Hunt's slices mushrooms into the sauce with a
generous hand. Twice as many luscious
mushroom morsels—to double the mushroom
goodness of your spaghetti, meat loaf and
casseroles. There's a recipe on every can.
-You get 100%
more mushrooms.
-You pay 7c less.
OFF
On an ti 01 can of Hums
Tonsil° Sauce with Mush-
rooms, Now 100% more
mushrooms 44 every can.
ToGrocer. This coupon will bc
redeemed for face value plus
5c handling if used in accord-
ance with the offer Mated here-
on. Coupon is void if lased.
prohibited Of restricted by haw
Cush value 1,20c. Valid oidy in
U.S.A Thili coupon is WS as-
sign:1de or franderabl*. Mail
coupon to. Hunt-Wei:We Foish.
Inc.. P.O. Boa 1470. Clinton.
Iowa 52743.
. 1975 Hunt-Wesson Foods,





But only once a yew!
Its RCA Super Value Days' Here's your big
chance to save on an RCA TV! Get a
super value in a black & white Sportable or
an XL-100 color TV. Many screen sizes,








• RCA XL-100, the reliability
of 100% solid state—no
chassis tubes to burn out.
• RCA's advanced AccuLine
picture tube system for
sparkling bright, dramatically
detailed color with warm,
3
pleasing and natural flesh
tones.
• Automatic Fine Tuning
pinpoints and holds ?be
correct broadcast signal.
• Plug-in AccuCircuit modules
simplify servicing.
Sere and price our other RCA Super Yalues1 But hurty . .
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Civic Music Patrons Hold Reception
Patrons from Benton, Clinton, Fulton, Mayfield,
Paducah and Murray were guests of the Murray Civic
Music Board at a party after the concert Sunday af-
ternoon, Jan. 18.
Invited to meet the performers, Paul and Taka Kling,
the patrons gathered in the Clara Eagle Art Gallery of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center at the conclusion of the concert by
the Klings.
R. W. Farrell (far left), Paul Kling, lrrna LaFollette and Mrs. Constantine Curtis.
Mrs. James Hart was chairman of the comniiitee which
planned and prepared the hospitality hour. Also working
on the committee were Mrs. Joe Prince, Mrs. John Win-
ter, Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, Mrs. C. S. Lowry and Mr. A. W.
Simmons, Jr., president of the Civic Mimic group.
Assisting with general arraniMMenta were Dr. Richard
W. Farrell, vice-president for prachletions; Dr. Joe Prin-
ce, vice-president for programming; and Prof. John Win-
ter, vice-president for funding.
Paul Kling, Taka Kling, R. W. Farrell, Dr. Donald Hughes, Lillian Lowry and Carol Hahn.
7IPADU.CAM: Downtown, Manna's II,
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Bel Air Center
Hundreds of Long Wool Coots
and Pant Coots.
Hooded, Fur Trim, Wrap 8 Belted
Unbelievable Coat Buys At Minnens I
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Johnson And Mrs. Joe Prince.
Mrs. Irma LaFollette, Mrs. k. H. Kopperud, Dr. Kopperud and Miss Ann Herron.
A. W. Simmons, Jr., Paul Kling and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr.
On the kind of coffee flavor the world loves best?
Great flavor mode Nescafe the wirld's largest-selling brand of instant coffees. And 304 off
makes thits a deal that's too good to pass up!
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'Pro-Life' Rally To Be Held
In Frankfort On Anniversary
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A "pro-life" rally will be held
at the state Capitol on Thur-
sday, the third anniversary of
the U.S. Supreme Court's
decision giving women the
right to have abortions.
On Jan. 22 two years ago,
Right To Life organization
members wearing red roses
Packed the galleries of the
state Senate to watch legisla-
tors approve a resolution call-
inton Congress to adopt a con-
stitutional amendment
prohibiting abortion.
The Senate vote had been
engineered by opponents of
abortion on demand to coin-
cide with the first anniversary
of the high court ruling, which
barred state legislation
restricting abortions during
the first six months of
pregnancy.
Abortion was a con-
troversial issue in the 1974
General Assembly. Several
bills were introduced, in-
cluding measures that would
virtually outlaw abortion in
Kentucky and legislation that
Would liberalize the state's
abortion laws.
A bill finally was hammered
out in the last hours of the ses-
sion that attempted to recon-
cile conflicting positions and
still stay within the Supreme
Court guidelines.
The bill was approved by
both the House and Senate.
The resulting law does not af-
fect abortion in the first three
months of pregnancy.
But parts of the Kentucky
law were declared uncon-
stitutional by a panel of three
federal judges. Struck down
were provisions requiring the
father's consent for abortion
and that of the parents in the




OXNARD, Calif. (AP) —
Archie Bard's 1951 Mercury is
going to seed, so he just lets it
sit around in his yard.
The car used to look like a
moving golf course, its grassy
exterior neat and trim as a
putting green.
But Archie got tired of
clipping it with the hedge
shears and watering it daily.
"The weeds have taken over
and it is crawling with slugs
and snails," he reports.
Archie bought the car a
couple of years ago from the
Ck-tho Dichondra Weed and
Feed Co., which had it
customized with a grass ex-
terior as a publicity gimmick.
But it was fun for a while.
'.'"Fill it up with regular and
give me two quarts of fer-
tili7Pr."
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
'received their home-
;delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
i530 p. m. ore urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
:delivery of the newspaper.
Coils must be placed before
6 p.m.
and a requirement that 24
hours after a woman gave con-
sent before an abortion was
performed.
That ruling is now on appeal
before U.S. 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals.
The fact that the matter is
still in the hands of the judges
is probably the chief reason
for the lack of abortion-related
legislation before the current
session of the General Assem-
bly.
This week's rally is to be
held on the steps of the
Capitol, not inside the
building. It was planned, a
Right To Life spokesman said,
"to keep the issue before the
public," not to lobby for or
against specific legislation.
Scheduled speakers include
state Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-
Covington, who sponsored the
1974 anti-abortion resolution
adopted by the legislature,
and Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
who in 1974 pleaded for adop-
tion of the measure for the
rights of "the defenseless and
unborn."
Other scheduled speakers
represent top leadership in









Even though major legisla-
tion is not expected on tough-
ening abortion laws, bills on
related issues are likely to be
introduced this session.
Guest Artist To
Be On MSU Campus
Byron Temple, a potter
from Lambertville, N. J., will
be on the campus of Murray
State University on Thursday
evening, Jan. 29, as a guest
artist to lecture and to discuss
his work.
Open to the public at no
admission charge, the
program is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. in Ftoom 4,23 of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. ilk
will speak at the Paducah Art
Guild at 7:30 p. m. on Wed-
nesday, Jan. 28.
The programs are part of a
series of visiting artist
presentations made possible
by grants from the Kentucky
Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the
Arts in conjunction with the
Art Department at Murray
State.
Temple, an Indiana native,
established his own studio in
Lambertville after he had
done an apprenticeship with
Leach Pottery in St. Ives,
England, and then with a
partner had built Quay Pot-
tery in Aylesford, England.
Besides his experience as a
production potter, Temple has
also taught at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago and
the Philadelphia College of
Art.
His education, in addition to
the apprenticeship in
England, includes work at
Ball Slate University, the
Brooklyn Museum Art School,
and the Haystack Mountain
School of Crafts in Maine.
Robert Cetrulo, an anti-
abortion leader in Northern
Kentucky, has said such
legislation might include a bill
to require medical insurance
companies to pay maternal
benefits to unwed mothers and
a bill that would make abor-
tion coverage an elective item
on medical insurace, paid for
by an additional premium.
Despite the fact that the
Right To Life organization
boasts strong support, par-
ticularly in Northern and Cen-
tral Kentucky, there are no
lobbyists registered as
representing that or any other
pro-life group this year.
Right To Life is basically a
grass roots group and its sup-
porters, who are mainly moth-
ers and Catholics, have in the
past turned out in force to
back bills supporting their
positions and oppose those
against it.
Those who hold that a
woman has the right to choose
whether to have a child or an
abortion have no such grass
roots organization, but one
lobbyist registered this
session does represent a group





launching the Kentucky Heart Association's annual
fund drive are Honorary State Campaign Chairman Gov.
lulian M. Carroll, six-year-old lohn Stephens Jr.. and
noted Kentucky novelist and poet Jesse Stuart. John, a
beneficiary of successful heart surgery, is the Kentucky
1976 Heart Fund child. He is also the great nephew of
Mr. Stuart, who will serve as State Campaign Chairman
this year. The climax of the campaign will be Heart Sun-
day, Feb. 29.
Child Abuse Therapy Program
Being Planned In Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP )— tial problems with child
Parents concerned about child abuse.
abuse will be invited to par- She said the "number of ca-
ticipate in a new program pabilities of the therapists —
being started here to help their endurance and sincerity
potential child abusers cope to follow through on their corn-
with their problems. mitments" — will determine
The program is known as the success of the program.
the lay therapist program for Two therapists probably
abusive parents. It is the will be assigned to each family
brainchild of a citizens corn- selected by the Department
rnittee formed to combat the for Human Resources, Mrs.
growing problem of child Plumlee said, because the
abuse. amount of time a therapist can
Carolyn Plumlee, chairman give is so important.
of the community child abuse The basis for the program is
committee, said that group that when a parent feels alone
was formed after a sym- and is ready to lose his temper
posium on the. subject last; - 
year.
Participants decided that
since child abuse is a commu-
nity problem, it would be help-
ful to involve local residents in
assisting those lacking in pa-
rental skills.
Under the program, parents
will be recruited from the
community and trained by
professionals to teach abusive
parents how to cope with their
children.
Mrs. Plurnlee said the com-
mittee is working closely with
the state Department for Hu-
man Resources, the agency
that reports and treats child
abuse cases.
The department will help
screen the "lay therapists"
who apply from the com-
munity, and a specialist in
child abuse will meet every
two weeks with the volunteers
to discuss individual cases.
Mrs. Plumlee said volun-
teers would be expected to
make a six-month corn-
mittment to their families,
with the understanding that
their help will be needed as
long as the family has poten-
Cost and Below
Closing out of our
stock of vinyl
floor covering 
Savings You Can't Believe
Full Rolls-End of Rolls
**********************
* Stock of
I Wallpaper 11/2 Price
Come and See these
Bargains 
Hughes Paint Store
401 Maple St., Murray, Ky. 753-3642
at his children, he knows he
can call someone to help,"
Mrs. Plumlee said.
Dr. Otto Kaak, assistant
professor of psychiatry at the
University of Kentucky
College of Medicine, said most
abusive parents don't want to
hurt their children, but can't
help themselves.
"Another caring, human
being, someone who has been
parented and who has parent-
ed," can often provide the nec-
essary help, he said.
The first railroad dining car
ever operated in the world was ,
the "Delmonico" built in 1868.
Some Country Music Singers
Have Jail Terms In Common
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API —
Freddy Fender, Merle
Haggard, David Allen Coe and
Glen Sherley hose something
in common other than being
established country music
singers. They're all ex-cons.
Johnny Cash and Johnny
Rodriquez served brief jail
sentences, and Johnny
Paycheck once was indicted
on a check forgery charge and
received a suspended sen-
tence.
"These ex-convicts seem to
understand the human
emotions and feelings of
country music fans," said
Larry Baunach, a vice
president for ABC Dot
records. -This has always
been the greatness of country
music: people listen to the
lyrics.
"These men have had highs
and lows and they know what
life is all about and seerg to be
able to convey it more
emotionally than others. They
know emotionalism."
Fender served three years
in Angola State Prison in
Louisiana on a 1960 marijuana
possession conviction.
Released in 1963, he toiled for
12 years until -Before The
Next Teardrop Falls" became
a hit and was voted 1975 single
of the year by the Country
Music Association.
"I don't think there's a
better place for inspiration
than prison," said Fender,
who says he was "set up" for
his arrest. "My time in prison
was hard, but music made it
better.
"I wrote some songs in
prison." He has spent 20 of his
36 years behind bars and spent
some time in a death row cell.
"I wrote some songs in
prison, and my time there did
mature me. I was not as
irresponsible after I got out. I
began to feel very respon-
sible."
Coe has spent 20 of his 36
years behind bars and spent
some time in death row cell.
"In some ways it hurt and m
some instances it helped," Coe
said about how his string of
jail terms affected his career.
"It was hard to get credit for
instruments and things like
that when I got out. But a lot of




S. F. Perryman, District
Director of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service,
Cleveland, Ohio, today urged
aliens in the area who have not
yet filled out the annual alien
address cards to do so before
January 31.
The Immigration official
pointed out that the law
requires all non-citizens ex-




such as the United Nations, to
mail their address card to the
Government each January.
Mr. Perryman added: "The
parent or legal guardian of an
alien child under fourteen ( 14)
years of age must fill out the
address card for such a child
in order to comply with the
law."
He declared: "We have
tried to make it as convenient
as possible for non-citizens to
meet the address report
requirements; and, in view of
the serious penalties for
willful violation, all persons
subject to the address report
law are urged to fulfill this
obligation before the end of
January."
Mr. Perryman advised:
"Reporting is not difficult.
The card with which to report
may be obtained from any
post office or any office of the
Immigration and Natural-
ization Service. Any non-
citizen who is ill may send a
friend or relative to obtain the
card for him."
After filling it out, place a
postage stamp on the reverse
of this card and drop the card
in any mailbox.
image.
"When I got out on Varole, I
went to West Virginia and
played in little places — bars,
places like that," he said. "I
went to Nashville in 1968 when
I got off parole."
Haggard began serious
performing and writing
between 1958 and 1960 while
serving two years and nine
months in San Quentin for
burglary and escape.
He was chosen entertainer
of the year by the CMA in 1970
and his "Okie from
Muskogee" is a classic.
Sherley did 10 years at the
Vaccaville Institution in
California for armed robbery.
When he was released in 1971,
he joined the Johnny Cash
troupe.
Cash, contrary to popular
belief, has never served time
in prison. But he has said he
spent seven different -one
fighters" in various jails.
Rodriguez was jailed in the
Austin, Tex., area on a charge
of stealing three goats when a
Texas ranger heard him
singing, called a country
music promoter, who later
became his manager, and got
him on his way to success.
Paycheck was indicted in
Nashville in 1972 on a check
forgery charge. He received
an 11-month, 29-day
suspended sentence and was
placed on three years'
probation.
When buying cauliflower
make sure that the leaves sur-
rounding it at its base are
green b4 cause this green color
is a sign of freeness.
Know your kitchen utensils!
A Chicken Fryer is a deep skil,
let with a cover. A Dutch Oven
is a deeper cooking utensil with
a cover.
When a recipe calls for a
"dash" of spice, add less than
14 teaspoon.
Never use raw pineapple in a
gelatin mixture because the en-
zyme action will prevent the
gelatin from setting.
P4r1/ZedAdl NC.
CIL Air-SAGA_ _AU; 1%14. -1"111..mr
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Shoulder Roast  • $128
GENUINE URN
Ground Chuck ti. $118
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Pork Steaks IL $119
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Honor Roll For Second Period Hypothermia Will Kill Scores
At Murray MiddleSchool Given Of People In U. S. This Winter,The honor roll for the second
nine weeks at the Murray
Middle School has been
released. Students having
achieved an academic
standing of 2.50 to 3.00 are as
follows:
Eighth grade—Kay Adams,
Joe Mark Ails, Brian Bartlett,
Lynne Beatty, Jana Bell, Julie
Etillington, David Billington,
Chris Bland, Brent Boston,
Karen Brandon, Tracy Brown,
Terry Brown, Robyn Burke,
Matt Burke, Mike Clark,
Daniel Clayton.
:Susan Crass, Deena Dailey,
Mark Denham, Teresa Dick,
Kim Kinh, Jan Dyer, Denise
Dycus, Rene Elkins, Dana




Jennifer Ford, Stacy Fulton.
Oloria Garrastazu, Sally
Gapsty, Brian Gray, Dean
Hainsworth, Elizabeth
Hendon, Chris Hutson, Cindy
Hart, Lisa Johnson, Zachary
Jones, Mary Lindsey, Carolyn
Matthews, David Miles, Tim





McIntosh, Susan Nall, Amy
Noffsinger, Janie Oakley,
Judy Outland, Kathy Outland,
Mark Overby, Martha Pit-
man, Robyn Ray, Grail
Redden, Mary Ann Roberts,




Jenny Smith, , Stacy Smith,









Lewis Bossing, David Boyd,
Leann Bridwell, Todd
Bradshaw, Patrick Clark,
David Cooper, Shari Crafton,
Mark Crass, Stacey Curd,
Tuan Dinh.
Natalie Garfield, Doug
Henry, Dinah Hook, Brenda
Horning, Wayne
Jackson, Robert Johnson,
LaDonna Jones, Joel Klein,
Janis Lents, Susan Lindaver,





McMullin, Jo Beth Oakley,
Karen Parker, Tina Rat-
terree, Greg Ray, Ellen Segel,
Bill Shelton, Jerry Spann,
Elizabeth Stout, Trine Tipton,
Nene Underhill, Kathy




Exams To Be Given
Prospective teachers who
plan to take the National
Teacher Examiniations at
Murray State University on
Feb. 21 have less than two
weeks to register with
Educational Testing Service
(ETS) of Princeton, N. J.
Bill Allbritten, a counselor
in the Counseling and Testing
Center at Murray State, said
registrations must be mailed
in time to reach ETS no later
than Jan. 29. Registration
forms may be obtained from
the Counseling and Testing
Center in Ordway Hall on the
campus or directly from the
National Teacher Exam-
inations, ETS, Box 911,
Princeton, N. J., 08540.
During the one-day session,
a candidate may take the
Common Examinations,
which include tests in
professional and general
education, plus one of 27 Area
Examinations designed to
probe knowledge of particular
subject matter and teaching
methods.
Once registered, each
candidate will receive an
admission ticket and
notification of the exact
location of the center to which
he should report. Those taking
the Common Examinations
will report at 8:30 a. m. on
Feb. 21 and finish about 12:30
p. m., while Area
Examinations are scheduled
from 1:30 to 4:15 p. m. the
same day, according to
Allbritten.
Agriculture is a mainstay of
Brazil's economy.
ALBUQUERQUE, , N.M.
(AP) — Scores of people will
die this winter, victims of a
silent killer called
hypothermia, sometimes
known as freezing to death.
Hunters, hikers and lost
children frequently are
candidates. So are stranded
motorists, plane crash victims
and alcoholics who pass out in
snowbanks.
The body temperature
lowers. The cold can kill in
less than two hours at outside
temperatures well above
freezing. In 1975 it killed 29 in
New Mexico alone.
Cold weather survival ex-
perts say many of the deaths
could have been prevented if
the victims had known a few
tricks about staying alive in
the cold: building a fire in wet
conditions, wearing woolen
clothing that retains its in-
sulation value when wet,
carrying food and finding
shelter out of the wind.
Kenneth Moneagle was a
victim. Moneagle, 33, and his
friend Lewis Lackey, 37, both
of Little Rock, Ark., rented a
hunting cabin this past deer
season in the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains near Cowles.
On their third day, they left
the cabin about 8 a.m. The two
became separated. There was
a snowstorm. Moneagle never
returned.
"I know he didn't have any
way to light a fire because I
was lighting his cigarettes,"
Lackey said. "We carried
matches, flares and a
flashlight the first two days.
But Ken figured he didn't need
all that stuff anymore."
When searchers found
According to legend, the yard
was established by Henry II as
the distance from the point of
his nose to the end of his
thumb.
The earliest astronomical ob-
servatory. in the world is the
Chomsongdae built in 632 A.D.
in Kyongju, South Korea. It is
still extant..
Peter Stuyvesant, the first
governor of New York, was fa-
mous for his peg leg. He lost
his leg in an unsuccessful at-
tempt to recapture the Spanish-
held island of St. Maarten for
the Dutch in 1644.
Moneagle two days later, he victim might be unable to
was dead, lying on his back, speak clearly and might find it
face turned to the sky, barely difficult to walk. The victim
a mile from the cabin and also might not be aware of
three or four miles from what is happening to him.
where Lackey had last seen The threat of a cold death
horn. His rifle lay across his isn't always apparent to those
chest. setting out on a hunting,
hiking or any kind of winter
excursion.
Larry Renner of the state
medical investigator's office
in Santa Fe said Moneagle
died of hypothermia, probably
brought on by exhaustion, lack
of food and improper clothing.
The reason Moneagle was
unable to make it back to the
car probably never will be
known for certain. But
evidence indicates he was
unable to think clearly, a
common symptom of
hypothermia.
The National Ski Patrol, in
its winter first aid manual,
says mental confusion sets in
when the body temperature
falls from the normal 98.6
degrees.
By the time it reaches 95
degrees, the manual says, the
The Ski Patrol manual says
that as the body temperature
sinks below 90 degrees,




degrees, and the heart may
stop when the temperature
sinks below 71.
New Mexico Medical
Examiner James Weston says
the victim might even feel
warm before he dies.
"Individuals who die as a
result of exposure often
demonstrate a propensity to
disrobe during the last several
minutes of their life," Weston
said.
Five Named To East Elementary Honor Roll Is
Energy Board Released For Grading Periods
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Five men have been named by
Gov. Julian Carroll to fill the





named to the honor roll for the
six weeks period and for the
semester have been released
by the teachers and Bob Allen,
principal.
The honor roll is as follows:
Sixth Grade—Six Weeks —
The new members, who will Randy Dawson, Marie
serve with 10 ex-official Brantley, Rhanda Key, Ellen
members, including the King, Teresa Roberts, Jay
governor, are: Falcon Coal Young, Joe Zinkovich, and
Co. President J.L. Jackson; Ladonna Overbey; semester
Texas Gas Transmission Co. — Randy Dawson, Marie
Vice President Dennis R. Brantley, Carla Barnett,
Hendrix; Ashland Oil, Inc., Rhanda Key, Ellen King,
Vice President Charles Teresa Roberts, Jay Young,
Hoertz; Louisville Gas & Joey Zinkovich, and Ladonna
Electric Co. President Hudson Overbey.
Milner, and Citizens Fidelity Seventh Grade—Six Weeks
Bank Vice President Joseph — Debbie Stubblefield. Kathy
Bodes. Bynum, Debbie Fer-
guson, Kim Weatherford,
Candy Maddox, Aleah Lamb,
Debbie Hooks, Lori Hale, and
Kelly King; semester — Kelly
King, Aleah Lamb, Len Hale,
Debbie Hooks, Candy Mad-
dox, Patti Ross, Kim
Weatherford, Leslie Atkins,
Tammy Davis, Debbie
The board was created to
oversee the spending of
Kentucky's 650 million energy
trust fund, established by the
1974 General Assembly to
increase use of coal and help
meet the nation's energy
needs.
Stubblefield, Debbie
Ferguson, and Kathy Bynum.
Eighth Grade—Six Weeks
Gary Emerson, Mary Elkins,
Melissa Brinkley, Cathy
Jones, Townya West, and
Mary Wagoner; semester —
Tovmya West, Mary Wagoner,
Sandra Thompson, Teresa
Tucker, Lesley Herndon,
Jackie Miller, Cathy Jones,
Gary Emerson, Mary Elkins,




Federal State Market News Service
January 20,1920
Kentuelo, Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes arefegibielleas
Recd: Act. 99 Est. IMO Barrows &
Gilts .W-rrl.., ly .75 lower Sows deady .50
lower
US 1-2200-no lbs.  149.50-50.0o
US i-3 300.2401b $49.00-49.50
US 24 340-3110113s.  $411. 0049 . 00
US 34 ES,* les 847.0043.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $37.50-38.00
$17 5438 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.. $38.00-311.50 same 39.00
US 2-3300.500 lbs 136.50-3750
Boars n.00-31.00
BENTON MEAT MARKET
304 E. 4th St. Benton, Ky. - 527-8688
WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
Closed Noon Saturday
Emge Smoked Jowls Lb. 65'




PORK RIBS Lb. 89'















20 to 25 Lb. Avg.
Sliced Free 994




10 Lbs. or More Lb. 794
HAMBURGER
PATTIES















All MEAT CUT TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
OUANIITY RIGH1S RE SE
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES
VVI41: I UUANT iTIES A I
YOU CAN'T ALWAYS RELY ON

































BOX OF 170 7110Petroleum Jelly 80 ELSEWHERE
ELSEWHERE 690 1 29
()VASELINE INTENSIVE
CARE WIPE 'N DIPES
BOX OF 100 at
ELSEWHERE  1.27
1 89















CARE LOTION 10 Oz
WITH 2 02 FREE
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Bacon 12 or. VP
US Choice Sirlon Steak 
US Choice Swiss Steak 
US Choke Chuck Steak 
US Choice Rib Steak




Baby Beef Rib Steak 

















Fried Chicken Snack Box 














C & H Powdered Sugar
Duncan Hines Cake Mix
Betty Crocker Cake Mix
Folger's Instant Coffee
Maxwell House Instant Coffee
Pride of III. Peas 
Merit Saltine
  1 Lb. Box 37C
Limited Flavors 18 oz. 69C
Limited flavors 18 or. 69C
  10 oz. 1239
  10 or. S2"





Hyde Park Chili  -
Armour Beef Stew 
Say Sum Peaches 
Wishbone Italian Dressing












Pride of III Cream Style Corn
Mussellmann's Applesauce
Heifetz Cucumber Sliced Pickles













4111141r !sop* Grim ty •tirt bikes 4.sor.4



































Scot Lad Drinks_   21/Alt
Weight Watcher's Drinks  12 or. 6/1"
Pringles   Twin Pack 89'
Roman Meal Bread  16 oz. 59C
Solo Dog Food  20 lb. Bog 54"





Kraft Singles  tioz sl"
Golden Rich Margarine  1 lb Ots 35'
Hyde Park Small Eggs 69`
Coupon






Geed Only At Storey's
Coupon 035011





Good Only At Storey's
Coupon 0114565












Good Only At Storey's
Coupon
Limit 1 Per Family
Glad
Sandwich Bags
I CI. hi 45'
Expires 1-77-71
Good Only At Storey's
Coupon






Good Only At Storey's
Coupon
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Triforium Rivals
Chicago's Picasso
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
What stands six stories tall,
cost $925,000 and can play any
song, symphony or speech
with flashing lights keeping
time? Its the Triforium, Los
Angeles' answer to Chicago's
Picasso.
Three modern arches form
a triangle 60 feet high.
Wrapped around their
shoulders is a shawl of lights
— red, green, yellow and blue
— that pulsate as the music
varies in pitch, pace or in-
tensity.
"To me it's a Ravel's
Bolero, Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony and Joe Young's
Triforium," said Joseph
Young, the 56-year old artist
who designed the sculpture of
form, light and sound. "I'm
proud of it. I hope the city is,
too."
The city had enough faith in
Young's vision to fork over the
$925,000 it cost to build the
structure in the new Civic
Center Mall and install the
sound equipment, including
three sets of electronic glass
bells, and the computer that
controls the lights.
But there are those who
view the final result with
skepticism.
"I know it's not a juke box,"
said City Council President
John Gibson. "There's no
place to put in a quarter."
The artist says he's
concerned the city may not be
taking his work seriously
enough.
"I cannot give my approval
to the Triforium," he
announced shortly after its
dedication ceremonies in
December 1975. He com-
plained the city had "tam-
pered" with his sound system,
causing a half-hour failure
during the dedication, and
that other little things weren't
going quite the way he
planned.
-What I am interested in is
seeing that there is no
excessive bad taste," such as
Triforium tee-shirts, he ex-
plained. "I'm protecting my
creation."
One week night during
Christmas vacation, more
than 400 persons were counted
on the benches and the grassy
hillocks near City Hall.
"Wait until we start doing
live concerts," said Skip
Kennon, the musician who
runs the Triforium.
Musicians will perform live
on the mall, their microphone
hookups fed into the
Triforium's amplification and
lighting system, he said. "In a
couple of weeks we're having
the University of Southern
California woodwind quintet."
Red Dye No. 2 To Be
Banned By FDA Officials
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Concern over a possible link to
cancer is prompting the Food
and Drug Administration to
ban Red Dye No. 2, one of the
most widely used dyes for
foods, drugs and cosmetics.
FDA Commissioner Alexan-
der M. Schmidt said Monday
that the ban, to take effect
within the next few days, will
not require recall of products
already on the market which
contain the coloring.
But manufacturers of the
dye say the ban may not prove
to be popular with consumers.
Jerome Kinnison of the War-
ner-Jenkinson Manufacturing
Co., a subsidiary of the 7-Up
Carp., said many .manufac-
turers who use Red No. 2 will
change to other dyes, but the
color of their products will be
different.
"Some favorite foods that
have been popular for 50 years
will be considerably less at-
tractive and others will ...
cease to exist because the pub-
lic won't buy them," he said.
The FDA's action followed a
review, completed at the end
of last year, of all scientific
studies of Rod No. 2 — in-
cluding evidence 'that high
dosages of the dye when fed to
rats can lead to an increase in
cancerous tumors.
"Clearly, the burden of
proof belongs not with the
government or the consumer,
but with those who claim that
Red No. 2 has a safe and useful
purpose in the food supply and
in our drugs and cosmetics,"
Schmidt said.
However, he added that
there was "no evidence of a
public health hazard from any
currently available food or
other product made with Red
No. 2."
More than one million poun-
ds of Red Dye No. 2 have been
used annually in recent years
to give artificially flavored
soft drinks a rich cherry or
strawberry color, to make
maraschino cherries red
rather than natural gold and
to color-code certain drug
tablets.
In recent years, more and
more food manufacturers
have been switching to Red
No. 40 in candy, soda pop,
cereals, cough medicines,
cake frostings and lipsticks.
That dye is considered safe by
The FDA.
Your Individual Horoscope 
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 22, 1-974
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
t4 the stars
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T
Be prudent, of course, but
don't pinch pennies where
spending is warranted. There
are times when stretching the
budget a bit pays off.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 64R,
Artistry, featuring the
unusual which has intrinsic
value and an imaginative ap-
proach stand out as winners
here. Others can benefit by your
exceptional know-how.
OEM
(May 22 to June 21)
Here is a top-flight day for
you and your activities. Let
your instincts, intuition AND
good planning guide you in
preparing for busy days ahead.
CANCER
(june 72 to July 23) 13/0
:As with Gemini, you, too, can
expect busy days to come. Meet
With others, exchange ideas,
ark questions. You will find
many ways in which to improve
your position.
LEO 
si2trgf,-July 24 to Aug. 23)
.-. You may be faced with some
complex situations, but your
stability and willingness to
persevere against odds will not
Wily see you through, but in-
Crease your prestige.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IrRil
Your extraordinary intuition,
plus practical know-how, can
help you to solve knotty
problems more easily now; 10110
help to further your ad-
vancement. Keep mind open to
mew ideas.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 23) Inerl
Even your brightest ideas
(*lid meet with opposition. but
/ you're sure you're on the right
track, go ahead and launch
them. Others will come around
to your way of thinking later.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) keV
A day for discretion. Be sure
you do not offend friends or co-
workers by thoughtless words.
Work out disagreements, if any,
with logic — and graciousness
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. M to Dec. 21)
Stellar influences stimulate
your ingenuity, adaptability
and capacity for extra work and
production on short notice. All
will be rewarded.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WV
Teamwork will be important
now, so make it a point to
associate and work with those
whose interests and aims are
similar to your own.
AQUARIUS
an. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Avoid tendencies toward
restlessness and unruliness.
Note warning signals. Many
errors and misguided moves
can thus be prevented. Shun
extremes.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
A different tack may be the
trick you need now. See all sides
of a project or discussion, and
do not permit pleasure to
supersede duties.
e440
YOU BORN TODAY are a
progressive, keen-thinking
individual — shrewd, adap-
table, reliable and conser-
vative. Against all this, you
have a tendency to talk too
much, which could cause need-
leas enmity Develop your rea-
soning faculties, your excellent
memory and gift of fine ar-
llstry Many great discoveries
can boast the Capricorn-
Aquarian cuspal as their
researchers. assistants and
final analysts. Birthdate ot.
George Gordon (Lord Byron),
renowned poet; Francis Bacon
(Viscount St Athens), writer,
Phaas0Pher
SUPER












x 111/2' room size rugs
in a variety of textures and
colors will add to the decor
of any room in your home. •
41/2 X 6 VINYL RUG
4 pieces



















Prices Good through Sat. Jon. 24th
CORNING SET
Corning 7-piece Spice
of Life set contains.
1 and 3 quart covered
saucepans, a 10" cov-






Corning Ware Trio Set in-
cludes a 1 qt saucepan
bosials 1½ qt and 2 qt
covered saucepans plus
a plastic storage cover







Girls "Fruit of the Loom"
brand white cotton knit
Shirts have assorted screen
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Sweeping
CORN BROOM
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' , -.. '4: ' ‘!, .
Your choice of this delicious as-
sortment of cookies: Chocolate
,,
,
Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal, Zebra Bar,
Butter, Regal Graham, Nut Creme,
Cherry Blossoms, Striped Dainty.
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Crime Among Women Increase
Corrections Officials Reports
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Crime among women in
Kentucky is on the increase,
"There's no question about
it," says a state corrections
official.
"We're busting at the
seams" at the state prison for
women at Pewee Valley, said
John Rees, assistant com-
missioner of the state Bureau
of Corrections.
"The womens' prison's
average population two years
ago was 97," he said, "In the
last two months it's gotten as
high as 133."
He said the Corrections
Bureau has askel Gov. Julian
Carroll to appropriate funds to
increase dormitory space at
the womens' institution.
Commenting on another
subject in an interview
Monday, Rees said that unlike
many other states, Kentucky
has no significant problem
with organized gangs in its
correctional institutions.
"We have taken a strong
position in regard to inmate
gangs and have not permitted
them to develop," he said.
"We have no gang problems
as other states do, and have
not had any since early 1972."
He said gangs in prisons
often lead to violence, "abuse
of other inmates, strong arm
tactics and crimes . .
-Occasionally we will have
attempts at the State
Reformatory tat La Grange)
with younger inmates trying
to form a gang," Rees said.
"But we work constantly at
trying to stop them. We
transfer individuals, separate




the situation" at the prisons
and "try to break the gangs up
before they get organized."
In some states, murders in
prisons are blamed on gangs,
but in Kentucky most of the
assaults are due to "gambling
debts, theft of personal
property or jealousy in regard
to homosexuality."
Gangs exist in penal
institutions in Northeastern
states because there "is a
strong relationship in those
Jurisdictions between com-
munity gangs and gangs in
prisons," Rees said.
"Gangs in Kentucky aren't
that much of a problem. It's
not as formalized as in other
states. There are probably
three or four people who think
they have a gang, but there is
no significant gang behavior
or activity in our prisons."
Kentucky's prison
population as of Jan. 9 was
32,240, including 1,602 at the
State Penitentiary at
Eddyville, the only maximum-
security institution in the
state.
Long Distance Rate Increases
Planned By Telephone Officials
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Your long-distance telephone
rates are going up.
The way was cleared for the
higher rates when the Federal
Communications Commission
voted 7 to 0 on Monday to allow
American Telephone & Tele-
graph Co. to submit rate in-
creases to push its annual rate
of return on its investments
from 8.74 per cent to 9.5 per
cent. That will bring the Bell
System an additional $225 mil-
lion per year.
It will not be known how
much the decision will cost
telephone users until after the
FCC issues the text of its deci-
sion in a few weeks and sets a
filing schedule for AT&T, a
company spokesman said.
The FCC rejected the com-
pany's request for an increase
of 10.5 toll per cent which Bell
has requested to increase its
total annual revenues by $660
million. The commission
found that an increase of only
about $225 million annually
had been justified by the com-
pany.
AT&T issued a statement
saying it was "pleased the
commission authorized a $225-
million increase" but "it falls
short of what we believe is re-
quired both to provide high
quality service and to raise
the necessary capital on the
best possible terms in today's
economic climate."
The AT&T spokesman said
it was too early to say whether
the decision might be ap-
pealed to federal court here.
The FCC decision came
hours after the commission
heard arguments challenging
a decision last month by FCC
Administrative Law Judge
Byron E. Harrison. Harrison
recommended an increase
from 8.74 to 10 per cent in the
level of rate of return.
AT&T argued this was too
low and insisted on its original
figure of 10.5 to 11 per cent.
But the FCC's Common
Carrier Bureau's trial staff
said Harrison's rate was too
high and said a rate of return
of 8.75 per cent would keep
AT&T financially sound.
AT&T, the world's largest
corporation, asked the FCC a
year ago for an annual
revenue increase of $717
million. The FCC found an in-
crease of $365 million was
justified by increased cost of
debt, but it said further
proceedings were required to
determine if the remaining
requests could be justified on
the basis of increased cost of
equity.
In another matter, the FCC
made public over the weekend
an FCC staff study recom-
mending that AT&T restruc-
ture its long-distance rate
plans in relation to monopoly
and competitive services. If
the commission approves, it
could mean lower rates for
residential customers and
higher rates for business and
government.
Soviets Could Reduce Grain
Buys, Agriculture Analyst Says
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Soviet Union may import less
grain over the next five years
if the Russians reduce
livestock inventories and
tighten their belts, an
Agriculture Department
analyst said today.
David M. Schoonover, of the
department's Economic Re-
search Service, cautioned,
however, that much will
depend on whether the Soviet
Union will have normal
weather and good grain har-
vests so that it can rebuild
depleted stockpiles.
"But then weather is rarely
normal," Schoonover said.
"Actual trade is likely to con-
tinue to be greatly affected by
weather, at least during the
next several years."
The analysis, based on Rus-
sia's announced new five-year
economic plan for 1976-1980,
was in a weekly issue of "For-
eign Agriculture" published
today by the department.
"Should goals of the plan be
met, USSR dependence on
grain imports might decline,
while its imports of livestock
products, and possibly
oilseeds and their products,
might increase," Schoonover
said.
Further, only tentative con-
clusions can be drawn now
from the Soviets' five-year
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During the four years prior
to 1975-1976, the Soviet Union
imported an average of about
12 million metric tons a year
of all grains from all foreign
sources. A metric ton is 2,205
pounds.
The new plan aims at reduc-
ing that import volume, even
if it means buying foreign
meat and other livestock
products, Schoonover said.
"Whether these goals can be
achieved, however, hinges on
the extent to which Soviet con-
sumer demands can be re-
strained and on much better
grain-growing weather than
has occurred in the past five
years," he said.
A short crop estimated at
137 million tons — far below
Moscow's initial 1975 goal of
215.7 million — forced Russia
to buy an estimated n million
tons of foreign grain this
season, including 13.2 million
tons from the United States.
The poor 1975 harvest also
resulted in a new five-year
agreement to supply Russia
with six million to eight
million tons of U.S. wheat and
corn annually, beginning next
Oct. 1.
Schoonover said the agree-
ment "puts the United States
in a position to continue" sup-
plying sizable quantities of
grain to the Soviet Union
during the time the new five-
year plan is in effect.
Marty Robbins Seeks
To Be Remembered
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Marty Robbins wants to be
remembered.
"It's hard to see where
music is going," said Robbins,
who popularized the country
and western ballad 15 years
ago.
"It's hard to know who to
please. If you aim at the best
buyers, you aim at the young
people. So I may do some pop
standards.
"It may come around to me
again — when ballads are
selling," he said in an in-
terview at his Music Row
publishing house. "You've got
to have something they'll
remember. Songs sound alike
today."
Robbins, 50, has been one of
the most enduring performers
in the entertainment business.
In the '50s, he was the idol of
the teen-age set. Now, those
same people come to see him
on the Grand Ole Opry.
—The people who liked me in
the '5(k; have children now,"
he said. "I'd like to have a
record appealing to the young
and old; I want to include
everybody on my records."
He said he has no animosity
toward country-rock
Vets Encouraged To Become
Familiar With VA Benefits
Deaths of 358,000 veterans
during fiscal year
1975--209,000 with World War
II service—has prompted the
Veterans Administration to
encourage 29 million living
veterans and their families to
become familiar with survivor
benefits to which they may be
entitled.
The FY 1975 death total was
61,000 higher than the total of
veterans' deaths recorded in
FY 1970. The World War I
veteran population fell below
the million figure to 963,000 in
FY 1975 with the, deaths of
108,000 veterans fo that era.
Veterans should make
dependents aware of sur-
vivors' benefits, such as
dependency and indemnity
compensation for service-
connected death or non-
service-connected death
pensions for widows and
certain children, a VA
spokesman said.
Burial benefits for wartime
and certain peacetime
veterans incluie a maximum
$250 burial or cremation
allowance, plus a plot
allowance not exceeding $150
for veterans buried outside
national cemeteries. In lieu of
these benfits, an $800 burial
allowance is authorized if the
veteran's death is service-
connected. Claims must be
filed within two years after
burial or cremation.
Burial flags and headstones
or grave markers also are
available for many deceased
veterans. The VA processes
about 800 applications daily
for headstones and grave
markers, the spokesman said.
Veterans service
organizations and local VA
offices should be contacted for
complete information and




decrees, guardianship or child
custody evidence, birth,
marriage and death cer-
tificates should be accessible
to validate claims.
If an egg dish "weeps" or
curdles, you can be sure it has
been overcooked.
The first road pavement was
laid in Pemaquid, Maine, in
1625.
The term "rayon" was
adopted in 1924 to replace "ar-
tificial silk" and similar
names.
Unemployed Writer Prints
Book On Advice For
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
you're applying for unem-
ployment compensation, visit
the unemployment office
rather than telephone, tell the
truth when filling out the
forms and take a book with
you to read while standing in
line.
That advice comes from
Raymond Avrutis, who wrote
a book on how to collect
unemployment benefits after
he found himself among the
ranks of the jobless.
Avrutis, a 27-year-old
sociology graduate of New
York University and
American University, was
confronted with the unem-
ployment laws in November
1972 when he lost his job as a
research writer for the
National Council on Crime and
Delinquency.
He said the unemployment
laws proved to be the most
difficult money laws in the
United States "except for the
tax laws."
Finding some time on his
hands between dealing with
his own unemployment
benefits application and
hunting for another position,
he decided to write an article
on how to collect benefits in
the District of Columbia. His
article in a Washington
periodical drew a response
from persons asking about the
Laws in other states.
So, still without regular
work except for a few months
as a clerk, Avrutis produced a
book, "How to Collect
Unemployment Benefits."
Dealing with all 50 states, the
little paperback has sold
33,000 copies and is in its
second printing in a nation
with 7.8 million unemployed
persons.
"Take a book to read when
you first go to the unem-
ployment office. You may
wait hours to be processed
...," counsels Avrutis.
"Don't let a long wait
discourage you from claiming
your benefits. If you are
entitled to benefits, you will
get them."
But, besides his practical
advice about long waits, his
book offers such other counsel
as:
—Don't phone. Unem-
ployment offices have been
Benefits
known to give wrong in-
formation over the phone..
—Don't let other claimants
tell you how the unem-
ployment office is run.
—When you are asked to
indicate on the form the lowest
salary you will accept, the
best answer is to write "the
prevailing wage."
—Bring with you all your
past employment information,
preferably written down.
—A lot depends on your
sincerity and your attempts to
find new work. Never tell a lie
or omit an important fact.
—Your employer may tell
you that you may soon be
terminated and that, for the
sake of your job record, you
may resign instead. Don't
resign. Let yourself be laid off
or fired. If you quit, you may
be denied unemployment
benefits.
Besides general advice on
collecting benefits, Avrutis
has prepared tables com-
paring compensation in the
various states.
Meanwhile, Avrutis is still
looking for a job himself, and
he says the hunt is going
poorly.
performers, but added that
he's not ready to record that
type of song.
"It's fine — it's making
country music bigger," he
said. "But I couldn't do it
unless I went to Atlanta, lived
there five or six weeks and
really 'got into' that kind of
music."
Robbins confessed that "El
Paso," a million seller in 1959,
is still his favorite recording.
"It was the first of its kind —
it told a story. If you listen to
it, you can visualize what's
going on. Cowboy music is
really my favorite type of
music."
In February, Robbins will
host the Academy of Country
and Western Music Awards in
Los Angeles. He'll also be
taping the Dinah Shore
television show, and driving
the pace car at the
Indianapolis 500 in May.
One definite commitment he
hopes never ends is his
association with the Opry.
"It's more of a thrill than
ever; I'll never leave it unless
they fire me; it's the greatest
show in the world," said

















Long-life transistor batteries—for radios,
Mc. 2-Pack 9V or 4-Pack "AA" batteries.
0828/216/101518P/-2/-4
9VA,










"C" OR "0" CELL OA1TER1ES
General purpose batteries pow toys, flash-
lights, cassette recorders, caledetors, etc.
Keep a good supply handy ! 0822/20/1Q-2M.
L LIMIT: Two Packs Per Adult Customer
75 coffee filters fit Mr Coffee, West Wad ad
others for coffee wade perfect. 1018/Cfs2 774fW
11W lamike Coffee Fitters. 11120/MF43 






cleaning action ... use
as a quick daytime oven
cleaner toe. Safety cap
Lemon scented aerosol,





SAVE 30% ON THE
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL BATTERIES
CHOOSE THE POWER RATING TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
UFETIME
GUARANTEE
So good it is
guaranteed for
as long as you
own your Car.
LIGHT BULBS
Sward inside frosted bobs.
Take 910119 choice at sizes-














giant box of versatile plastic film —sails
food. sad anything else—keeps out air and
















Bake 'n Serve Set
Bake, serve, store leftovers
in refrigerator! Ovenproof
and dishwasher safe. White
with colorful vegetable de-






Kills rats sad mice.
Clem. eery see teem-
ime—ames reedy mead





955Z9cifilimi f WOW Q
Bathroom Cleaner
Powerful foam churns into
lathrcon, bubbles that scrub away
bathroom soil. Just wipe
*cuter and rinse—no grit no
streaking. Kills germs,





MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
tiativafu)Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571











RUMP ROAST - - - Lb. $138
SLICED•FRESH
PORK LIVER  Lb.38c
BRYAN•3 Lb.•NO WASTE
CANNED
















Award 600' Northside: 5300Southside '300
 •
Field's
Bacon-12 oz. pkg. $
U.S. CHOICE
SIRLOIN STEAK LB..S 158
SLICED
1/4 SMOKED HAM- .Lb. $128
OUR BEST GRADE
STORE BOLOGNA - - - - LB. 88c
SLICED
FIELD'S PRO-LEAGUER
WIENERS  Pkg. 684
BONELESS•EXTRA LEAN
BEEF
POT ROAST  Lb. $128
At This Price























































20 ct. off 87°
35
OZ.
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